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UNIT 1 

BACK TO SCHOOL 

 
I.Listen : Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase  

A 

1. What is Hoa‟s family name? 

   a. Phan b. Nguyen             c. Pham               d. Le                             

2. Her middle name‟s ________ . 

   a. Thi b. Thu                     c. Thuy d. Thanh  

3. How old is she? 

   a. 11 b. 12                        c. 13                        d. 14  

4. Where does she live? _____ Tran Hung Dao Street. 

       a. 20 b. 14        c. 18   d. 12 

  B 

         1. It‟s about ______ from school to Lan‟s house. 

   a. 300meters b. 1300meters         c. 3000meters           d. 130meters                             

2. The ________ is 700 meters from Lan‟s house 

   a. movie theater b. park                     c. school                  d. post office  

3. The movie theater is ______ from school. 

   a. five kilometers    b. four kilometers        c. three kilometers  d. two kilometers  

4. It‟s about two kilometers from the ______ to the post office. 

  a. movie theater b. school        c. Lan‟s house  d. park 

 

Pronunciation: Put an accent mark over the stressed syllable. 

 different         parent         pretty          distance           unhappy 
II.  Read  

1. Multiple choice : Read and choose the word or phrase ( A, B, C or D) that best fits 

the space in each sentence  

1. She lives in Ha Noi but her parents _______ in Hue. 

a. still live b. live still c. live                             d. a & b 

2. My father never drinks _______ coffee for breakfast. 

a. much b. many c. a lot of d. a & c 

3. This tree is ______ that tree.  

 a. taller to b. taller than c. more tall to          d. more tall than  

4. _______ is your new address? 

 a. Where  b. How c. What        d. When 

5. Baseball is different ______ soccer. 

 a. from       b. of    c. with  d. for 

6. A: Hello, Lien. How is everything?    B: ______________.              

 a. I‟m a student b. Me, too c. Pretty good d. Yes, I am 

7. David and Peter are ______ the same class _______ school. 
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a. at/at                        b. in/in                  c. on/at            d. in/at 

8. Look! The taxi __________.    

a. come          b. comes       c. is coming           d. coming 

         9. She doesn‟t have _________ picture books.  

a. any              b. much     c. some                     d. lot of 

         10. ________ class are you in? 

            a. When           b. What           c. Where                 d. How  

         11. Nam ________ television every night. 

a. watch         b. is watching     c. watches          d. watchs 

         12. Ha Noi is a big city but it is _________ than Ho Chi Minh city. 

a. smallest     b. the smallest   c. smaller              d. the smaller 

         13. When he is free, he always helps his Dad __________ the housework 

a. of                b. for     c. on                  d. with 

        14. I can‟t play chess with you now. I‟m busy. 

a. sick                b. not free         c. out d. not at home 

        15. “__________ is John so late?” 

           a. What              b. When      c. Why        d. Where 

       16. __________ is it from your school to the stadium? About 7 km. 

           a. How         b. How long      c. How many         d. How far 

       17. Her family name is Le and her__________ name is Thi. 

a. central                         b. middle      c. between           d. nothing 

       18. I like baseball and ______________________. 

a. my brother do, too        b. so my brother like            

c. my brother does, too        d. a & c 

       19. How far is it ________ your house ______ the park?  

a. to/ from                        b. in/at               c. at/in        d. from/to 

       20. Hello, Minh. Nice _______ you again. 

a. sees            b. to see      c. seeing             d. see  

 

2. Error correction: Choose the underlined word or phrase ( A, B, C or D) that needs 

correcting  

   1.Australia is one of the goodest places in the world for a holiday. 

A                    B                  C                      D 

2. They have so many money but they don‟t want to buy that beautiful villa. 

                   A           B                                       C                          D 

 

   3. She livesat Nguyen Hue Street with her parents and grandmother. 

A    B                                 C                       D 

   4. I don‟t knowmuchcheap places to eat. 

                      A     B       C               D 

   5. Her new dress is beautifulerthan her old dress. 

         A            B             C          D 

6. Herfull name is Le Hoang Nhu, so her middle name is Le. 

A    B                                                     C                   D 

7. How manyclassis he in? 

       A           B   C      D 

 

8. Igo to school byfoot. 

A B                C   D 
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9. What is hisfull name? It‟s Nguyen. 

   A      B  CD 

10. What is Lanunhappy? Because she misses her parents. 

    A                   B            C                D 

11. My old school doesn‟t have muchrooms. 

       A                 B                C       D 

12. Idoing my homeworknow. 

A   B               C           D 

13. There isthirtyrooms in my school. 

          A    B      C                  D 

14. Where does he live? He liveson 26 Pham Van Hai Street. 

    A                   B            C   D 

15. My house is middle the post office and the bookstore.  

A            B               C                           D 

16. I usually listensto music in my free time. 

     AB     C           D 

17. Heisatclass 7E. 

A  B C   D 

18. How manystudentare there in your school? 

A             B       C           D 

19. Inotlike this dress. 

A B   C           D 

 

20. Petergoesto school on bike. 

   A     B    C            D  

 

3. Read the passage : Choose the word (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank space in 

the following passage (1.5pts) 

A- Hoa is a new student (1) ____ class 7A. Her parents live in Hue, and she lives with (2) 

_____ uncle and aunt in Hanoi. Hoa has (3) _____ lot of friends in Hue, but she doesn‟t 

have any friends in Hanoi. Many things (4) ______ different. Her new school is (5) 

______ than her old school. Her new school has a lot of students. Her old school doesn‟t 

have many students. Hoa is unhappy. She misses her parents (6) _______ her friends. 

            1/    a. on                  b. in                  c. at d. with 

      2/    a. his b. her              c. our              d. their 

      3/    a. a                   b. an c. the             d.  

      4/    a. be              b. am                                c. is                            d. are 

      5/    a. big             b. biggest                      c. bigger              d. the bigger 

      6/    a. so                 b. and                               c. but                  d. or 

 

B- My name is Trung. I am a student in class 7/1. I am from Da Nang (1) ____ my family 

live there. In Ho Chi Minh city, I live with my grandparents (2) ____ 12 Nguyen Trai 

street. (3) ____ new school is (4) far from our house – about one kilometer, so I go to 

school by (5) ______. There are many students in my new school. (6) _____ are very 

nice. I love my new school. 

                  1/ a. but b. and c. so  d.or 

                  2/ a. in                        b. on                    c. at               d. with 

     3/ a. My b. His                               c. Her                    d. Their 

     4/ a. no b. nothing                        c. none                 d. not 
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     5/ a. boat                         b. plane                       c. train            d. bike 

     6/ a. I b. He c. She             d. They 

 

C- Thu‟s new school is different (1) ____ her old school. It has (2) _____ students and 

teachers. It is very large with many trees around the school yard. Her old school (3) 

_____ have many students and trees. Hoa is in class 7B. There are (4) _____ students in 

her class: twenty-two girls and eighteen boys. Hoa has many new friends (5) _____ her 

new school. She is very (6) _____. 

1/ a. from b. to                                  c. with                d. by 

2/ a. a lots of b. lot of                            c. much                 d. a lot of 

3/ a. don‟t b. doesn‟t                         c. aren‟t              d. isn‟t 

4. a. fourty b. fourteen                        c. forty               d. forteen 

5/ a. in b. at                                  c. on                 d. with 

6. a. worried          b. happy                     c. unhappy       d. sad 

 

D- Lan‟s family live in a beautiful house in the city. Her father is a (1) _________. He 

teaches English. His school is not far from his house, so he usually (2) ______ to school. 

Her mother is a teacher, (3) _____. Her brother is (4) _____ engineer. He works in the 

factory. Her sister is a nurse. She helps doctor to take care of ill people (5) _____ the 

hospital. Now they (6) ________ television in the living room. 

 1/ a. doctor b. teacher              c. nurse            d. worker 

2/ a. walks b. walk           c. go                           d. goes 

                3/ a. so b. also                 c. too                          d. but 

4/ a. a                     b. an c. the                          d.  

5/ a. on b. with              c. in                            d. by 

6/ a. watch b. watches            c. is watching            d. are watching 

E- My sister, Thanh, lives (1) ____ Tan Binh district. She works in a (2) _____ in the center 

of this city. Every morning, (3) _____ goes to work by bus. (4) _____ work is teaching 

English for children. She loves (5) _____. She always (6) _____ that they are nice. She 

doesn‟t want to change her job. 

1/ a. on                           b. with                   c. at            d. in 

2/ a. museum b. factory               c. stadium          d. school 

3/ a. he b. she                       c. it               d. I 

4/ a. His b. Her                   c. Its                 d. My 

5/ a. they b. them             c. we               d. us 

6/ a. saying b. say                     c. says       d. going to say 

 

 

 

4. Read the passage, then decide if the statements that follow it are TRUE or 

FALSE  

    A. 

 On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday James works in a hospital. He helps to look after 

ill children. He goes to the hospital by bus. He starts his work at ten o‟clock and finishes 

at a quarter past five. He stays at home and writes stories on Thursday and Friday. In the 

evening, he often has dinner with friends. After that, he reads newspapers or watches 

TV. Then, he goes to bed at ten o‟clock. 

1. James works in a hospital from Monday to Thursday.  

2. He walks to work.        
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3. His job finishes at five forty-five.     

4. He goes to bed after reading newspapers or watching TV.  

B. 

      Dear, Ben. 

      I am writing to tell you about my new school. It‟s about ten kilometers from my 

house, so I often go to school by bus. Mr. James is my form teacher at school and he is 

very nice. Miss. Laura is also my teacher at school. My best friend is not at my school. 

She goes to a small school near her home. 

      Now tell me about your new school. Is it a big and beautiful school? Who is your 

teacher? Is he or she good? 

      Please write to me soon. 

      Love,  

      Sarah. 

 1. Sarah is writing to Ben.       

 2. She often goes to school by bus because her house is far from school.   

 3. Miss Laura is her form teacher.       

 4. Her best friend is at the same school.      

 

C. 

      I am Linh. I live in a small village in Hanoi. My house is not very big but it is clean 

and nice. There is a garden with a lot of beautiful flowers. There are three rooms in the 

house – a living room, a bedroom and a bathroom. I really like the house and the village 

is nice, too. It‟s very quiet and my neighbors are very friendly. 

1. Linh‟s house is not clean and nice.     

2. There are many beautiful flowers in the garden.  

3. She likes her house but she doesn‟t like the village.  

4. Her neighbors are very friendly.    

 

D. 

Mr. John: Good evening! What‟s your name? 

Hung:       My name is Hung. 

Mr. John: What is your family name? 

Hung:       It‟s Nguyen. 

Mr. John: How old are you? 

Hung:       I‟m 14 years old. 

Mr. John: Good. And which grade are you in? 

Hung:       I‟m in grade 7. 

Mr. John: What is your address? 

Hung:       It‟s 56 Tran Hung Dao street. 

1. His family name is Hung.    

2. Hung is fourteen years old.    

3. Hung is not in grade 6.    

4. Hung lives at 55 Tran Hung Dao street.  

E. 

     Hi. I am Minh. I live with my family in Ho Chi Minh city. I study at Au Lac 

secondary school. Every morning, I go to school with my new friend, Chi. She is twelve 

years old. Today is her birthday, so she is going to invite some friends to her birthday 

party tonight. I am going to give her a doll. That‟s her favorite toy. 

1.Chi and Minh study at Au Lac school.      
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2.They are twelve years old.      

3.Chi is going to invite some friends to her birthday party tomorrow. 

4.Chi‟s favorite toy is a teddy bear.      

 

 

III.  Write  

1. Tenses and verb forms: Use the correct tense or form of the verb given in each 

sentence  

1/ My mother (grow)  ______ a lot of flowers in the garden. 

2/ I can (speak) _____ a little French. 

3/ She (come) ______ here tomorrow morning. 

4/ Where ____he (live) ____? 

5/ ___ Peter (watch) ____TV in his room now? 

              6/ We always (visit) ______ our grandparents on Sundays. 

              7/ The children like (play) _____ in the park. 

              8/ I (be) ______ happy now. 

              9/ You should (brush) _______ your teeth after meals. 

10/ The students (not go) _____ to school on Sunday. 

11/ Their school (have) ______ forty rooms. 

12/ How many teachers (be) _____ there in your school? 

13/ ______ he (like) _______ tennis? 

             14/  The sun (rise) ______ in the east and (set) _______ in the west. 

15/ What ______ the children (do) ____ at the moment? They ( read) ____ in the library. 

16/ He (like) ______ to go swimming with his close friends. 

17/ Nam (go) ______ to the library three times a week. 

18/ Lan (go) _____ to the party tonight. 

             19/ ____ Hoa and Mai (drink) ______ coke at present? 

20/ He (miss) __misses____ his grangparents a lots. 

2. Sentence transformation: Rewrite the following sentences without changing the 

meaning  

1/ Are there some flowers in your yard? 

    Does your yard  _____________________________________________________ ? 

2/ What is your family name? 

    What is  ____________________________________________________________ ? 

3/ My sister is taller than his brother. 

    His brother is _______________________________________________________ ? 

4/ My name is Minh. 

    I ___________________________________________________________________ .  

5/ Where do you live? 

    What ______________________________________________________________ ? 

6/ Let‟s go to the swimming pool. 

    How about  _________________________________________________________ ? 

7/ My school has sixty- five teachers. 

    There  ______________________________________________________________  

8/ I usually walk to school. 

    I usually  ____________________________________________________________ . 

9/ The bookstore is on the left of my house and the post office is on the right of my 

house. 

    My house is  _________________________________________________________ . 
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            10/ Why don‟t we go to the movie theater this Saturday afternoon? 

    Let‟s  _______________________________________________________________  

            11/ How many rooms are there in your house? 

                  How many rooms does  ________________________________________________ ? 

            12/ I like soccer best. 

                  Soccer is  ____________________________________________________________ . 

            13/ Do you want a glass of juice? 

                 Would you like  _______________________________________________________ . 

            14/ My house is near my school. 

                  My school is  _________________________________________________________ . 

            15/ She doesn‟t have any friends in HCMC. 

                  She has  _____________________________________________________________ . 

            16/ This hat is blue. 

                  It is  ________________________________________________________________  

            17/ I always go to bed late. 

                  I  ___________________________________________________________________ . 

            18/ How old are you? 

                  What is  ____________________________________________________________ ? 

            19/ My younger brother drink less milk than me. 

                  I drink  ______________________________________________________________ . 

            20/ She is never late for school. 

                  She always  __________________________________________________________  

 

UNIT 2 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

I/ Listen: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase 

Exercise 1:    (A5-p21)  

1. What‟s the telephone number? 

A. 8645545  B.8565545  C.9545524  D. 8545545 

2. What will they see? 

A. A play  B. a movie  C. a theater  D. a party. 

3. Will they meet at Lan‟s house? 

A. No, they aren‟t B. No, they won‟t C. Yes, they do. D. Yes, they will. 

4. How will they go? 

            A. On foot  B. By car  C. By bus  D. By train 

Exercise 2:    (B4- p25) 

1. How old is Hoa now? 

A. 13   B.30   C.14   D. 40 

2. Her birthday is on__________ 

A. January eighth B. June eighth  C. June eighteenth D. June eigh. 

3. Hoa lives with her __________ 

A. parents  B. sisters  C. uncle and aunt D. friends  

4. What is her telephone number? 

A. 8645545  B.8565545  C.9545524  D. 8 262 019 

 

II/ Pronunciation: 

 1. address 2. appear 3. birthday 4. calendar   

5. except 6. finish 7. invite 8. moment  
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9. nervous 10. party 11. worried 12. information  

13. directory 14. imagine 

III/ Multiple choices: Read and choose appropriate word or phrase. 

1. I live ______________ my parents in the countryside.  

A. on               B. with                    C. to    D. at 

2. Will you be free tomorrow evening? - _____________________. 

A. Yes, I won‟t B. No, I do not C. Yes, I will  D. No, I will 

3. __________ I‟ll be at Lan‟s birthday party. 

A. Now  B.  At the moment C. Nowadays  D. Tomorrow 

4. I think she ________ the party tomorrow. 

A. will enjoy  B. enjoy  C. enjoys  D. is enjoying  

5. She will have a birthday party next week. She will ________ some of her classmates. 

A. write  B. invite  C. play   D. invites 

6. ____________ is your telephone number?     

A. When        B. Which              C. What   D. Why 

7. Her birthday is ___________ Friday, August 20
th

.  

A. at             B. on                C. in     D. of 

8. How old will you be on your___________ birthday?    

A. now         B. next           C. last   D. present 

9. Mai will be thirteen__________.  

A. on June 5th      B. at 5
th

 June    C. in June 5th  D. June 5th 

10. What‟s your__________? May tenth. 

A. birthday      B. day of birth   C. date of birth   D. address 

11. Duyen _________ with us to the museum next weekend 

A. won‟t go  B. doesn‟t will go C. won‟t goes  D. not will go 

12. Let _________ watch the news on TV.  

A. we   B. us  C. all of us   D. ourselves 

13. _________ you like a cup of tea? - No, thanks. 

A. Would            B. Will                 C. Could   D. Can 

14. Many things______________ different.  

A. is                 B. are  C. do   D. happen 

15. _____________ of people like playing sports.  

A. A lot            B. Many  C. A lots   D. Most 

16. March has thirty-one days. April has thirty. And ______________ has twenty-eight. 

A.  September      B. June                   C. February   D. May 

17. “ Hello. Is that Nam?” “I‟m sorry. He‟s _____________ at the moment. He‟ll be back 

after six o‟clock.” 

A. out                B. again                     C. in    D. at 

18. Her birthday party will ____________ at seven and____________at nine. 

A. finish- start       B. finishes- starts      C. start- finish  D. start- finishes  

19. ____________will we meet?  In front of the cinema. 

A. How                  B. When               C. Where  D. How far 

20. Nam is listening____________now. 

A. music  B. to a music            C. to the music D. to music 

 

IV. Error correction 

1. Lan and Hoa are 13 nextSunday.                                                   1. _______ 

          A           B         C       D 

2. Would you likego to the park this afternoon?                               2. _______ 
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     A       B   C          D 

3. Hung doesn‟t have muchfriends in his new school.                       3. _______ 

                A                 B        C                     D       

  

4. Mai will meets her friends in front of the school gate.                    4. _______ 

A               B               C              D  

5. I always go to school by abicycle.                                                   5. _______ 

        A         B           C    D 

6. Wehave always eggs and toast for breakfast.                                  6. ______ 

 A B                 C             D  

7. What‟s the datetoday? It‟s twelve of May. 7. _______ 

 A B     C D 

8. November is the eleven month of the year. 8. _______ 

                   A          B                 C          D 

9. Whenishis date of birth? June eighth. 9. _______ 

    A    B   C                                    D 

10. Thanks forthe telephone number, I‟ll call you sometimes. 10. _______ 

               A  B                                    C              D 

11. What timehe willleavehome? 11. _______ 

          A               B        C       D 

12. Nam will be 14 in his next birthday. 12. _______ 

  A            B      C                    D 

13. Peter liveswith his parentsin London now. 13. _______ 

                 A      B             C      D 

14. Thu lives on 12 Tran Hung Dao streetin Hanoi. 14. _______ 

A              B                                   C    D 

15. I am inviting some of my friendsto the party next Sunday. 15. _______ 

                A B C      D 

16. Let‟s have a break, it‟s nine and forty already. 16. _______       

                       A             B           C                D                                                                            

17. A doctor takes care for sick people. 17. _______ 

      A               B            C             D 

18. Mytelephonenumberare 348684359 18. _______  

A          B           C       D 

19. I hope youcoming and join the fun. 19. _______ 

      A          B      C                         D 

20. The party will startat five o‟clock at the evening. 20. _______  

          A            B    C                      D 

 

V. Verb tenses/ forms. 

1. My father (take)………………………..me to school every day.  

2. Hurry up! We (wait)……………….…….for you.  

3. My mother (visit) ……………………... my grandmother tomorrow.  

4. Would you like (have)………………..…. breakfast with eggs, children? 

5. They (play)………….. volleyball at present 

6. We often (go) …………………………..to English club twice a month.  

7. We (not invite) …………………………..  many friends to the party tonight.  

8. Let‟s  (meet) ………………….. at  7 o‟clock in front of the park.  

9. What …………………….. you (do) ……………………..on your next birthday?  
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10. The students (not go) ………………………... to school on Sunday.  

11. He usually (go) ……………………………. to school by bike but tomorrow he 

(go).......................to school by bus.  

12. He (see) ………………………… you tomorrow afternoon. 

13. My sister (not be) ……………………… in her bedroom at the moment. She 

(cook)............................in the kitchen. 

14. All my family members (be) …………………………………….. at my sister‟s wedding 

tomorrow night.  

15. Look! The bus( come) ……………………...  

16. Phong (watch)  ………………….. television every night.  

17. We would like (visit) ……………………….Ngoc Son Temple.  

18. Let‟s go to Lan‟s birthday party. OK. I (pick)……………. ………you up at 7 o‟clock 

tonight.   

19. She ((not/have)…………………………….. a meeting tonight. 

20.  ………………………. you(watch)................................football match at the moment?   

 

VI. Reading. 

  1.    Read the passage, choose the word (A, B, C or D) that best fits the blank space in the 

following passage (1.5pts) 

Exercise 1 

Next weekend, I will go to a party (1) ______ my friend Peter‟s house. I (2) ______ get 

there with friend Kay. I will bring (3) ______ drinks and flowers. Kay will bring some cakes and 

sweets. I   will play the guitar (4) _______ we will sing the old songs. After that, we will (5) 

______ to eat. There will be a lot of food. We will have (6) _________. 

   1.    A. at  B. in   C. on   D. to    

   2     A. should B. can   C. will                     D. may 

   3.    A. much  B. some                C. many                      D. lot 

   4.    A. but               B. so  C. and                   D. or 

   5.    A. come            B. come in  C. seat down  D. sit down    

   6.    A. fun             B. a lot of fun          C. a great time           D. All are correct 

 

  

Exercise 2 

Tam and Phong are best friends.They are students (1) _______ Tran Quy Cap High 

School. They are in class 7C. They will (2) _______ free tomorrow. (3) _______ it‟s Sunday, 

they won‟t go to school. They‟d like (4) _______ a movie, it‟ll start (5) _______ eight o‟clock. 

They will meet (6) _______ the movie theater at 7.45.  

1/ A. at B. in C. of  D.on 

2/ A. are B. be C. is  D.am 

3/ A. Because B. So C. And  D. But 

4/ A. see B. to see C. seeing  D. sees 

5/ A. on B. in C. at  D. with 

6/ A. next         B. near to C. before  D. in front of   

 

Exercise 3 

My name is Chi. I live (1) _______ a house in Ho Chi Minh City. I will (2) _______ 13 

on Sunday, July 15
th

. I will have (3) _______ for my birthday. I will invite (4) _______ of my 

friends. I live at 20 Tran Hung Dao Street. The party will be at my (5) _______ It will (6) 

_______ at six o‟clock in the evening and finish at nine.  
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1/ A. at B. in C. of  D.on 

2/ A. are B. is C. be  D.am 

3/ A. a party B. a book C. a meeting  D. a gift 

4/ A. any B. some C. lot  D. many 

5/ A. school B. street C. home  D. restaurant 

6/ A. starting         B. starts          C. started  D. start 

 

Exercise 4 

 

Mai is thirteen years old. She lives with her parents (1)__________ Hue. Her address is 

10 Tran Phu Street. (2) ______ telephone number is 6523471. She will (3)________ fourteen on 

her next birthday. It‟s on Sunday, March, 25
th

 . She will have a party for her birthday. She will 

invite (4)__________ friends to her house. They will eat cakes (5)_________ candy. And they 

will have a lot of fun.. At the moment, she (6)_______________ some invitations. 

1/ A. at                      B. in                      C. of             D. from 

2/ A. Her   B. Their                C. His                       D. My 

3/ A. is                  B. be                     C. play                      D. have 

4/ A. much                B. lot of                C. some                    D. any 

5/ A. or      B. and                  C. but                        D. A &B are correct  

6/ A. write                B. writes               C. is reading            D. is writing   

 

Exercise 5 

 

 Billy lives in a village with his father. He lives in a small house. It is not very big (1) 

__________ very beautiful. There is a garden (2) __________ front of the house. In the garden 

(3) __________ are very beautiful flowers. He lives near his (4) __________so every morning he 

walks to school with his (5) __________. His classes start at seven and they end at eleven. He 

plays sports (6) __________ school. 

 

1/ A. and B. but C. or  D. so 

2/ A. from B. on C. in  D. to 

3/ A. there B. here C. they  D. these 

4/ A. house B. school C. park  D. village 

5/ A. children B. family C. friends  D. students 

6/ A. in front         B. behind         C. before  D. after 

 

 2. Read the passage: Write True (T) , False (F) for each of the sentences below (1.0pt) 

 

 Exercise 1 

 

Tuan lives in the city with his parents and two brothers. He lives at 23 Le Van Sy Street. His 

telephone number is 38290374. On his next birthday, December 12
th

, he will be 16. He will have 

a small party for his birthday. He will invite some of his friends to his house. They will eat cakes 

and sweets. And they will have a lot of fun. The party will start at six o‟clock and finish at nine. 

1/Tuan lives in the city with his parents.     _____________  

2/He is 16 years old now.  _____________  

3/ He will have a big party for his birthday. _____________  

4/ The party will last for three hours. _____________ 
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Exercise 2 

 Today is Saturday, Mr.Pike is going to his club with his friend, Mr.Fred. His wife doesn‟t 

go to work this morning. She‟s at home. David says goodbye to his mother. He goes to school. 

He usually goes to school by bus. At school, he works with his friends. He often has lunch at 

school. Mrs.Pike and Susan have lunch at home. The Pikes sometimes has dinner in a little 

restaurant on Sundays. The Pikes is a happy family. 

1/Mr. Pike is going to his club with his wife.     _____________ 

2/Mr. Pike‟s wife is at home this morning.     _____________ 

3/David doesn‟t work with his friends at school.    _____________ 

4/David usually takes a bus to school.     _____________ 

 

Exercise 3 

 

Mai lives in the city with her grandmother and one sister. She lives at 57 Tran Phu Street. 

Mai‟s telephone number is 37 455 894. On her next birthday, May 25
th

, Mai will be 14. She will 

have a small party for her birthday. She will invite some best friends to her house. They won‟t 

have sweet. They‟ll eat cake and drink iced tea. Of course they will have a lot of fun. The party 

will start at half past six and finish at nine in the evening.      

1/ Mai lives with her parents in the countryside.    _______________  

2/ She will be 14 on her next birthday.     _______________ 

3/ She will have a small birthday party on May 25
th

.    _______________ 

4/ The party will start at 5 o‟clock in the evening.    _______________ 

 

Exercise 4 

 Hoa is a new student of Sao Nam high school. Her school is very nice. But she‟s nervous 

because she doesn‟t have any friends. She is not happy. She will be 14 on her next birthday, July 

14
th

. She lives with her uncle and aunt at 36 Phan Chu Trinh Street. Her telephone number is 3 

878 981. 

1.Her school is not very nice.       _____________ 

2.She‟s not nervous because she has many friends.   _____________ 

3.Her birthday is on fourteenth of July.     _____________  

4.She doesn‟t have any telephone number.    _____________ 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 5 

   Aunt Jane’s Birthday 

Aunt Jane‟s Birthday is coming. She will be 40 years old. Dad and Mum are going to take 

me to her house. We are going to go there by train. We are leaving on Friday evening. And we 

are coming back on Sunday afternoon. The birthday party will be on Saturday. I am going to give 

my dear Aunt Jane a card. I am making it now. I am using my colour pencils to draw some nice 

flowers on the card. I am going to draw Aunt Jane a small cat on it, too. Because she likes cats. 

The card will be very nice. Dad says his sister will like it very much. 

1. Aunt Jane‟s 40
th

 birthday is coming. _____________  

2. Aunt Jane lives with his family. _____________ 

3. Aunt Jane is Mum‟s sister. _____________  

4. They are going to take a train to visit Aunt Jane. _____________ 
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VII-Sentence transformation:  

Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning  

1. _________________________________________________________________ W
here do you live? 

            What  _________________________________________________________________ ? 

2. _________________________________________________________________ H
er address is 135 Tran Hung Dao street. 

She  ___________________________________________________________________ .  

3. _________________________________________________________________ S
he walks to school. 

            She goes  _______________________________________________________________ . 

4. _________________________________________________________________ W
hat‟s her age?  

How  _________________________________________________________________ ?   

5. _________________________________________________________________ H
er new school is bigger than her old school. 

            Her old  ________________________________________________________________ . 

6. _________________________________________________________________ H
er seventeenth birthday will be next week. 

She ____________________________________________________________________ .  

7. _________________________________________________________________ W
hat is the distance between your house and the post office? 

 How  _________________________________________________________________  ? 

8. _________________________________________________________________ M
y school isn‟t near my house. 

My house _______________________________________________________________ .    

9. What‟s his date of birth? 

When  ________________________________________________________________ ? 

10. Are there any beautiful landscapes in this city? 

Does  _________________________________________________________________ ? 

11. ________________________________________________________________ H
enry is tall but Tommy is taller. 

Tommy is _______________________________________________________________ . 

12. ________________________________________________________________ M
ary has very long and curly hair. 

Mary‟s  ________________________________________________________________ .  

13. ________________________________________________________________ T
he blue hat is more expensive than the yellow one.. 

The yellow hat  __________________________________________________________ . 

14. ________________________________________________________________ H
e will ask us a few question.  

He won‟t  _______________________________________________________________ .   

15. ________________________________________________________________ T
here will be a new school in their village. 

Their village will  ________________________________________________________ . 

16. ________________________________________________________________ H
e wants a cup of tea. 

 He‟d  __________________________________________________________________  
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17. ________________________________________________________________ I
 like swimming best of all sports. 

My  ___________________________________________________________________  

18. Nam always goes to school on time. 

Nam  __________________________________________________________________  

19. Mr. Brown is not free this afternoon. 

Mr. Brown is  ___________________________________________________________  

20. It‟s difficult to do this test. 

It is ____________________________________________________________________  

 

UNIT 3 

AT HOME 

I. LISTENING                                                                                              

A. Listen and answer True or False                                           

1. Hoa‟s father is a doctor.                                                          

2.Her mother is a doctor ,too 

3.Her mom works hard from morning till night 

4.Their parents love their jobs 

B. Listen and answer True or False             

1.There are a few empty apartment near the area.                

2.The apartment a number 27 has 3 bedrooms                     

3.The best one is at number 40                                                  

4.The apartment at number 79 is furnished                              

C.Pronunciation 

1.amazing apartment         awful              comfortable 

2.delicious empty          expensive      favorite 

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1.Nga lives…………………85 Nguyen Trai Street  . 

A. at                B. in             C. on             D.for  

2.What‟s your age ?............................... 

A. My age is 14                            B. My age is 14 years 

C. I have 14 years old                  D. I am 14 years old 

3.What your……………………….? 

A.  birthday B. birth date              C. date of birth        D. birth of date  

4…………………….a beautiful day? 

A. How                    B. Why                      C. It                  

 D. What 

5.This apartment is…………………cheaper than the other. 

A.  more B. much                      C. very           D. so 

6…………….swimming? It is so hot . 

A. Would you like going                           B.Do you like going 

C. Would you like to go                             D.Do you like to go 

7.MrsNga has a little son. ……………………is Brandon. 

A.  her name                           B. his name  

C. his‟s D. the name of her 

8………………you spell your name in English 

A. How                         B. What                   C. Which               D. By how 

9.It is easy…………….. this song 

A. singing                     B. to sing                 C. for singing        D. of singing 
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10/She is …………………..than her sister 

A. much beautiful                         B. more beautiful 

C. as beautiful                                D. beautiful 

11.We‟ll meet ………………..the school gate  

A. front                                      B. in front of 

C. next                                      D. close 

12.Tell me ……………….your job, BA.  

A. on                  B. about                    C. in               D. at 

13/This shirt is suitable……………………your husband 

A. For              B. to                          C. with               D. in 

14.Where is she from? She is from……………… 

A. China                     B. Chinese                C. the China              D. Chinese country 

15.What is ……………. The picture? 

A. on                      B. in                       C. at                     D. inside 

16.Are there……………..lamps on the table? 

A. some                 B. any              C. an                D. a 

17.Some students in my class don‟t enjoy………….games. 

A.  to play              B. playing               C. play                D. plays 

18.Listen! The children ……………….an English song in their class 

A. are sing                B. are singing         C. sing                  D. sings 

19.My father writes for a newspaper . He is a …………………. 

A.  driver B teacher               C. architect           D. journalist 

20.Baseball is different …………..soccer. 

A. from               B. in                         C. on                       D. in 

 

III.ERROR CORRECTION 

1.If he is not at home, he must be in work. 

 A       B                    C        D 

 

2.Theirare a large , modern bathroom and a kitchen in the apartment. 

              A                    B                        C                  D 

3.My mother takes care to me when I am ill. 

    A                                B          C       D 

4.Heryounger sister doesn‟t like do housework. 

    A       B                    C             D 

5.Hestaysin the newer hotel in the town.            

           A    B       C                     D 

6.Idon‟t want totell him to the money. 

         A            B   C          D 

7.shedoesn‟t like livingonthe countryside. 

 A                B    C    D 

 

8.It‟snot easy find a cheap apartment in HCM city. 

 A             B        C                      D 

9.Her parents enjoy to live ontheir farm. 

     A                  B                C  D 

10.Their is a good apartment has two bedrooms. 

        A             B                     C                 D 

11.My telephone number is different with her number. 
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      A                        B                           C             D 

12.I will doa party formy birthday. 

               A B           C     D 

13.Mr.Robinsonis looking ofan apartment for his family 

                            A              B C                         D 

14.Themostsuitable apartment isnear to the city center. 

               A            B                          C         D 

15.Icannotsee you onthe picture.  

            A     B         C    D 

16.How many roomaretheirin your apartment.    

                           A    B           C              D 

17.Thedoctors always take care for sick people. 

                A                    B            C             D 

18.It‟sdifficultfinding a new house in Hanoi. 

      A       B           C                           D 

19.My baby likeseat candy so much . 

       A             B    C                    D 

20.How longis it from your house to your school.    

A        B      C                      D 

 

IV.Give the correct form of the verbs.     

1.Our friends ……………..(come) here soon . 

2.My father never……………..(drink) coffee. 

3.I usually …………………….to school by bike but tomorrow I ………………….to school by 

bus.(go/ go) 

4.He …………….(visit) his grandparents next week. 

5.Jane ……………(play) the piano at present. 

6.We …………….(not invite) many friends to the party tonight. 

7.I ……………….(be) rich someday. 

8.Hurry up ! We …………..(wait)………….for you. 

9.Look!The singer…………..(talk) to her fans. 

10.Bruce usually ………..(stay) at home on Saturday. 

11.My sister sometime………….(watch) TV after school. 

12.Gina ……………(eat) dinner in a restaurant now . 

13.It …………..(rain) now. 

14.We usually …………..(have ) barbecue on Sundays. 

15.What do you ………….(do) tonight? 

16…………………..(Not give) him any cheese.He ………..(hate) it. 

17.My father likes …………….(watch) in the morning. 

18.Ann ……………(not take) the bus to school everyday. 

19. Her sister ………………(not go) to the supermarket next Sunday. 

20.Minh would like ……………….(drink) some orange juice. 

V.READING COMPREHENSION 

1.Hi !My name is Susan.I live in house ……………(1)the country in Provece, in the south of 

France.It‟s…………..(2)farmhouse , about five hundred years………………..(3) ,with very thick 

walls , so it‟s warm in winter and cool in autumn . There …………….(4) three bedrooms, two 

quite big and one small. There is a small garden in front …………..(5) the house .And I grow 

flowers …………(6)vegetables there. 

1 A. on                          B.in            C.of                           D. for 
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2 A.an B.a                            C.two                        D.A&B 

3 A.age                            B.old                        C.alds D.A&B 

4 A.is                      B.have                     C.are              D. was 

5 A.of                              B.on                        C.in         D. to 

6 A.but                      B.and                      C.so           D. A &B 

2.John Robison is an English teacher from the USA. He (1)……………… English in a high 

school in HN.Now he is looking for an apartment near the school.There (2)……………….three 

empty apartments .The first one is a big apartment. It is comfortable ,(3)………………..it is very 

expensive. The second one is also lovely apartment, but it is quite expensive, too. The last one is 

(4)…………….than the other two,but it is the (5)……………of the three.It has a bright living 

room , two bedrooms and large,modern kitchen.Mr. Robinson thinks the third apartment is the 

most suitable for………………(6) family. 

1.A.teach                 B.teach               C.teaches          D. teaching 

2.A.are                        B.is                    C.was             D. A&B 

3.A.and                  B.so                C.but          D. because 

4.A.small            B.the smaller          C.smallest   D. smaller 

5.A.cheapest           B.cheap                C.cheap        D.more cheap 

6.A.he                    B.his                  C.him               D.A&B 

 

VI.READ THE PASSAGE : WRITE TRUE ,FALSE FOR EACH OF THE SENTENCE 

BELOW: 

Trung is a student in class 7A .His full name is Pham QuocTrung.He is thirteen years old now , 

but he will be fourteen years years old next Monday ,August, 15
th

 .Trung lives with his parent at 

2/14 Nguyen Trai street .His house isn‟t large but it is very comfortable .It has a bright living 

room, two  lovely bedrooms , a morden bathroom and a big kitchen .There is a small yard and 

There is a garden in front of his house .His mother grows flowers and plants in the garden. 

According to Trung , his house is the nicest. 

1.Trung is 14 years old now.                                                                                ……………  

2.He lives with his parents at 2/14 Ly ThuongKiet stress .                                 ……………  

3.His house is very nice                                                                                          …………… 

4.There is a garden in front of his house .                                                              ……………  

 

It‟s a mordenkitchen , nice and clean with a lot of things. There is a washing machine, a 

refrigerator ,and an electric stove ,but there isn‟t a dishwasher . There are some lovely pictures on 

the walls , but there aren‟t any photographs .There‟s a radio near the stove .There are some 

flowers ,but there aren‟t any plants .On the table , there are some apples and oranges .Ah! And 

there are some glasses and plates next to the sink. 

1.The kitchen is morden ,nice and clean .                                                       …………… 

2.It has a washing machine ,a refrigerator, and a dishwasher .                 ……………  

3.There isn‟t any stove in the kitchen                                                             ……………  

4.There are some fruits on the table                                                               ……………  

 

VII. FINISH THE SECOND SENTENCE SO THAT IT HAS THE SAME MEANING AS THE 

FIRST ONE . 

1.My house is smaller than yours. 

Your house ........................................................................................................................................  

2.The play is very interesting. 

What ................................................................................................................................................. ! 

3.No one in my class can run faster than Nam . 
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Nam is ...............................................................................................................................................  

4.Houses in the city are more expensive than house in the country. 

House in the country  ........................................................................................................................  

5.The post office is near my house . 

My house is not  ................................................................................................................................  

6.How old are your brother? 

What  ............................................................................................................................................... ? 

7.Her house has four rooms , a bathroom , and a kitchen. 

There  .................................................................................................................................................  

8.What do Lan and Nga do ? 

What  ............................................................................................................................................... ? 

9.The black car is cheaper than the red car. 

The red car .........................................................................................................................................  

10.There is a sink , a tub and a shower in the bathroom. 

The bathroom has ..............................................................................................................................  

11.This room is very bright. 

What ..................................................................................................................................................  

12.I want a glass of orange juice. 

I „d .....................................................................................................................................................  

13.It‟s often cold in the winter . 

It‟s never ............................................................................................................................................  

14.Where do you live ? 

What „s ............................................................................................................................................ ? 

15.He takes care of sick children. 

He looks .............................................................................................................................................  

16.Hoa is taller than any students in her class. 

Hoa ....................................................................................................................................................  

17.These students are naughty. 

What  .................................................................................................................................................  

18 . Lesson one is easier than lesson three 

Lesson three is ...................................................................................................................................  

UNIT 4 

AT SCHOOL 

I. LISTENING 

1.Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase 

Exercise 1  (A5) 

1.Thu has English class on………………………. 

a. Wednesday   b. Thursday  c. Friday  d. a & b 

2. Thu favorite subject is …………………………. 

a. English  b. History  c. Math  d. Geography 

3. Hoa doesn‟t have………………………….on Thursday. 

a. Math   b. Geography  c. Music   d. Literature 

4. Hoa thinks Math is............................ 

a. easy   b. interesting  c.difficult  d. important    

Exercise 2  (A3) 

1. There are some small changes to your schedule this …………………………… 

a. Friday  b. Saturday   c. Friday and Saturday d. Monday and 

Friday 

2. On…………………..English is at 7 am 
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a. Friday  b. Saturday  c. Tuesday   d. Monday 

3. …………………is at 8.40 

a. Biology  b. Physics  c. Geography   d. Music 

4. On Saturday afternoon, we have English at …………………………. 

a. 4.40   b. 3.40   c. 4.10    d. 3.10  

2.Put an accent mark over the stressed syllable 

Author  biology chemistry  dictionary  education 

Energetic  cafeteria schedule  magazine  geography 

Science  uniform receive   area   novel  

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1. They are very interested ……………… literature. 

a.on   b. at   c.in   d. with 

2. There is a large table …………….the middle of the room 

a.on   b. in    c. at   d. under 

3. He learns ……………………guitar every day 

a. play   b. playing  c. plays  d. to play 

4 . It‟s a quarter past four means it is ………………………………………… 

a. fifteen four  b. fifteen to four c. fifteen past four d. four past fifteen 

5. You can find that book.........................the back of the library. 

 a. at     b. in    c. on                d. from 

6. We have four...........................today. 

 a.classes        b. class   c. period          d. subject 

7. The class...............................at  7o'clock  in the morning. 

 a.starts      b. start    c. ends              d. end 

8.  Students have  a................................each day. 

 a.  twenty minutes breaks    b. twenty-minutes break         

 c. twenty-minute breaks    d. twenty-minute break 

9. The United States' Library of Congress is one of the............................libraries in the world. 

 a. largest       b. larger    c.  larger than  d. large     

10..........................................novels are very interesting. 

 a. These       b. This    c. That    d. There     

11. Listen! The girl ...................................... the piano. 

 a. is playing     b. play    c. are playing  d. plays      

12. Schools in the USA are different...................schools in Vietnam. 

 a. with   b. from   c. to   d. for 

13.  _______do they have English? - On Monday. 

 a. When       b. How   c. what            d. where 

14 . She works in a library. She is a_______. 

 a. librarian      b. author   c. farmer         d. worker 

15. In the USA, students usually have two.....................................each day. 

 a.  twenty minutes breaks        b. twenty-minutes break         

 c. twenty-minute breaks    d. twenty – minute break 

15 . What is your favorite subject? - ...................................................  

a.on the shelf  b. I like it  c. It‟s good.  d. Literature 

16. The magazines and newwspapers are ................the racks..............the middle. 

a. on/at   b. on/ in  c. in/ at   d.on/ on 

17. It has about one km .....................shelves. 

a. of    b. from   c. about  d. with 

18. It has over five.............................employees. 
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a. thousand  b. thousands  c. thousand of  d. thousands of 

19. Washington D.C is the..........................of the United State of America. 

a. town   b. city   c. street  d. capiatl 

20. Physic, Chemistry and Biology books are....................... 

a. readers  b. reference books c. novels  d. science books 

III. ERROR CORRECTION 

1. The dictionaries areat the shelf on the left.  ______________  

A                         B  C                      D 

2. Those racks has magazines andnewspapers.   ______________  

   A                B                       C           D 

3. What time doour school library open?  ______________  

A               B    C                            D 

4. Mathare  oneof my favorite subjects.  ______________  

   A      B          C                        D 

5. Can I findsome science books at English at the back of the library?   ___________                         

 A      B                            C              D 

6. LanandHuongislearningat Pham Ngoc Thach School.   ____________ 

         A               B      C                        D 

7. Is she always wear uniform when she goes to school?   ____________ 

A                        B                     C           D 

8. It is easy finding a book with its author or the title.    ____________ 

   A             B                           C              D 

9. The English books areon the shelves to the left.    ____________ 

           A                   B  C                           D 

10. Those rackhas magazines and newspapers in English.   ____________ 

         A        B                      C                      D 

11. These shelfon the left have dictionaries and literature in English.  ____________ 

             A           B                        C                               D 

12. Do you enjoy to play tennis withyour friends?    ____________ 

A                       B                    C    D 

13. This book is more interestingerthan that book.    ____________ 

  A            B                  C             D 

14. How long do you study in the library after school? – Once a week.  ____________ 

       A                             B                    C                                  D 

15. Where isLan? She reads book in the library.     ____________ 

           A                    B             C           D 

16. Students often go to the cafeteriaor buy snacks and drink.   ____________ 

                   A                     B            C                       D 

17. My sister writean essay at the moment.     ____________ 

A                 B   C            D 

18. How many homework doesLanhave every day?    ____________ 

      A                               B             C              D 

19. You can finds Math bookson the racks in the middle.   ____________ 

                 A                B     C                  D 

20. Students have one hour for lunch and a twenty – minutes break each day.___________ 

                  A                   B                              C                                 D 

 

IV. READING 

1. Read the passage, choose A,B, C,or D 
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Exercise 1 

Phong : I don‟t have my (1)……………………. What do we have today, Minh? 

Minh : We have math, (2)……………….., History and English. 

Phong : (3)……………………..do we have physics? 

Minh : We have it from 7.45 to 8.30. 

Phong : What subjects  will we have tomorrow? 

Minh : We (4)…………… have Geography, Art, Music and Physical Education. 

Phong : What is your (5)………………..subject, Minh? 

Minh : I like Math. It‟s (6)……………..interesting and important subject. 

Phong : Yes, I like Math, too. 

1. a. time table  b. schedule  c. a&b are correct d. a&b are not correct  

2. a. Physics  b. English  c. Art   d. Physical Education 

3. a. What  b. How   c. What time  d. How often 

4. a. do   b. does   c. are   d. will 

5. a. like   b. favorite  c. love   d. enjoy 

6. a. a   b. an   c. the    d. some 

Exercise 2 

Phong studies at Hong Bang school. Every day, he (1)…………………..at five o‟clock. He goes 

jogging, does morning exercise and then does his homework. Sometimes he (2)………badminton 

with his father.  (3)……………………….breakfast his father goes to work. Phong walks to school 

in the afternoon (4)………………………..his school is not far from school. At school, Phong and 

his classmate usually play basketball. Sometimes they go to the library to read books, newspapers 

or magazines. They think books are good (5)…………………everybody. They 

(6)………………us widen our knowledge. 

1. a. get  b. gets   c. get up  d. gets up 

2. a. play  b. plays  c. is playing  d. will play 

3. a. after  b. before  c. at   d. during 

4. a. because  b. so   c. but   d. and 

5. a. at   b. in   c. to   d. for 

6. a. let  b. have   c. help   d. tell 

Exercise 3 
My brother,  Hung studies (1)……………a school near our house. He goes to school six days a 

week. He enjoys a lot of  (2)………………..like Math, Music, Geography…. After school, he 

often plays soccer. He plays soccer very (3)…………………….. After school, he sometimes goes 

to the library (4)……………….books with me. We like reading in the library very much.. The 

(5)……………..is very kind and usually help us find (6)…………… books.  

1. a.to  b. on   c. in   d. with 

2. a. sports  b. activities  c. fun   d. subjects 

3. a.well  b good   c. better  d. the best  

4. a. read  b. reads  c. to read  d. reading 

5. a. Man  b. woman  c. teacher  d. librarian 

6. a. interest b. interested  c. interesting  d. interests 

Exercise 4: 

Books play a very (1)………… part in our life. It‟s true that every family (2)………… books. 

We can (3)………… books everywhere. We can (4)…………… many things from books. Books 

help us in self-education and deciding problems in life. 

Today, there are a lot of public (5)…………… in our country and all people have the right to 

go to use them. 
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Each year hundreds of new books for children appear in Vietnam. The books are very (6) 

………… and children like reading them very much.  

1. a. good  b. bad   c. interesting  d. important 

2. a. have  b. has   c. to have  d. having 

3. a. see  b. seeing  c. to see  d. sees 

4. a. learn  b. learns  c. learning  d. to learn 

5. a. library  b. school  c. libraries  d. house 

6. a. interesting b. interested  c. important  d. difficult 

Exercise 5: 

Today is the first day of the first term. I have just got my new timetable. The first lesson is 

English. This lesson (1)……………… at nine o‟clock and finishes at ten to ten. The next lesson 

is Geography and then we have a break. The break lasts (2)………… ten forty to eleven fifty-

five. The two (3)………… after the break are Spanish and Math. 

Tomorrow we will have Physics before the break and then History and English. (4)…………… 

Thursday we have my favorite (5)…………… between ten fifty-five and twelve thirty-five. 

There are twenty lessons a week but they all take place in the morning. We are very 

(6)…………… by lunchtime.  

1. a. start  b. begin  c. starts  d. a&b 

2. a. in   b. for   c. at   d. with 

3. a. class  b. classroom  c. classes  d. subject 

4. a. in   b. on   c. at   d. of 

5. a. subject  b. subjects  c. classes  d. break 

6. a. good  b. interesting  c. important  d. tired   

2. Read the passage, Write True or False 

Exercise 1 

My school has a library. It has various kinds of books. The librarian puts books on large shelves. 

The shelves on the right contain books of social science and the shelves on the left contain books 

of natural science. Novels and picture books are on the shelves at the back of the library.  

At the beginning of the school year, the students are delivered library cards. They can use this 

card to borrow books from the library. The students can find books by looking in the card index. 

There are a lot of daily newspapers and magazines on the long table in the middle of the library. 

The library opens at 7.30 a.m. and close at 4.30 p.m. It doesn‟t open at lunch time. 

1. The shelves in the library is very small.    ______________ 

2. There are picture books on the shelves at the back of the library. ______________ 

3. Every student has a library card.     ______________ 

4. The library never opens at lunch time.    ______________ 

Exercise 2 
Hi, I am Linh and this is Nam, my younger brother. I learn at Tran Phu secondary school and 

Nam learns at Le Loi primary school. Everyday, we get up at 5.30 and do morning exercises and 

play volleyball to 6.15. after that, we have breakfast at 6.30 and go to school at 6.45. I learn a lot 

of subjects such as English, Literature, Math, Geography, Chemistry and other subjects. English 

and Literature are my favorite subjects. In the afternoon, I do my homework, the housework and 

play table tennis with my younger brother. I often go to the school library on Thursday afternoon 

or on Saturday afternoon to read reference books there. 

1. Linh‟s brother studies at a primary school.     _____________ 

2. They usually do morning exercises and play basketball               _____________ 

 in the morning. 

3. One of her favorite subject is  Math.     _____________ 

4. Linh sometimes go to the library to read reference books.   _____________ 
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Exercise 3 
Nga‟s school has a library. It‟s not very large but it is very nice. There are a lot of books, novels, 

readers, magazines, newspapers, dictionaries, pictures in the library. There is also a large and 

comfortable study area. The library opens at 7 o‟clock in the afternoon from Monday to Saturday. 

Nga‟s house is not very far from her school, about 300 meters, so she goes to the library on foot 

in her free time. Now, she‟s reading readers and references in study area.  

1.  The library is big        _____________ 

2. There is not a study area in the library.      _____________ 

3. Nga usually goes to the library by bike in her free time.   _____________ 

4. Nga is at the library now.       _____________ 

 

 

Exercise 4 
Hi! I am Tuan and this is my son, Tam. He learns in a big school near his house. He goes to 

school six days a week. At school, he studies a lot of things such as Math, Geography, History, 

English,...But he likes Math and English best. In his free time, he usually goes to the English club 

to practice speaking English. Sometimes, he visits his friends on weekends. 

a. Tam is a student.   _____________  

b. His school is very far from his house.  _____________  

c. He likes History and Geography best.  _____________  

d. Sometimes, he visits his friends.  _____________  

 

Exercise 5 
I think schools in Viet Nam are a little different. Vietnamese students usually wear school  

uniform. Classes start at 7:00 each morning and end at 11:15 in the afternoon. Students have a 

30-minute break after 3 periods. At break, many students play games, some go to the canteen and 

buy something to eat or drink. Others talk together, our school year lasts for nine months, fro, 

September to May. Then we have a three-month summer vacation. 

 

1. Schools in Viet Nam are different from schools in the USA. 

2. Vietnamese students do not usually wear school uniform. 

3. Students have a 30-minute break after three periods. 

4. Classes last from seven to a quarter past eleven. 

_____________ 

_____________ 

_____________ 

_____________ 

 

V. WRITING 

A. VERB FORM- VERB TENSE 

1. It‟s ten o‟clock in the morning. We (stay) …………………… at home.  

2. How many book……………….. your library (have) ……………………, Lien? 

- It (have) …………………… a lot, about one thousand. 

3. In Vietnam, there (be) …………………… no lesson on Saturday s. 

4. Hoa‟s brother (go) …………………… to the library every afternoon. 

5.  He (like) …..… reading science books but he (not like) ……… history and geography 

books. 

6. How……………………. we (can/find) …………………… a book in a library? 

7. Don‟t worry. You (pass) ………………  the exam next week 
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8. I (eat) …………………… lunch at the cafeteria right now. 

9. Ann (not often drink) ………………..………… tea.  

10. Look! The teacher (look)……………………………..at you. 

11. Look! Jane ………………………. (jump) into the water. 

12. I………………………… (have) lunch in the cafeteria every day. 

13. Don‟t give Jane any cheese. She…………………………(hate) it. 

14. You won‟t find Jerry at home right now. He …………………….( study) in the library. 

15. Once a week, I ……………………….(go) to an art class at the college. 

16. Andrew always …………………….(get) nervous whenever he takes a test. 

17. He always (study) ……………………._English for two hours every day. 

18. Khoa (like)……………………..History very much. It‟s his favorite subject. 

19. The school‟s cafeteria (have)…………………………snacks and drinks for students. 

20. Thanh (study)…………………………..Physics at the moment. 

 

B. SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 

1. There is not a Math class today. 

 We don‟t ___________________________________________________________________  

2. There is a big library in Lan‟s school. 

Lan‟s school  ________________________________________________________________  

3. The school library has over five thousand books. 

There are  ___________________________________________________________________  

4. I like Physic more than any other subjects. 

Physic is my_________________________________________________________________  

5. English is easy to learn. 

English is not ________________________________________________________________  

6. Which subject do you like best? 

 What ______________________________________________________________________  

7. Why don‟t we go swimming? 

What about _________________________________________________________________  

8. Going swimming in the summer is very interesting. 

 It‟s _______________________________________________________________________  

9. Math is a more difficult subject than other ones. 

No subject is  ________________________________________________________________  

10. In my timetable, there isn‟t an English class on Tuesday.  

 I have _____________________________________________________________________  

11. I like English most. 

 My favorite subject ___________________________________________________________  

12. Huong‟s favorite subjects are Math and Chemistry. 

Huong _____________________________________________________________________  

13. Let‟s go to the cafeteria 

What about _________________________________________________________________  

14. Lan likes Computer Science best 

Lan‟s favorite _______________________________________________________________  

15.Our recess lasts for thirty minutes. 

We have  ___________________________________________________________________  

16. Her classmate enjoys learning English 

Her classmate is ______________________________________________________________  

17. This library has thousands of books 

There are  ___________________________________________________________________  
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18.She is never late for school 

She always __________________________________________________________________  

19. English is not easy to learn.  

It is  _______________________________________________________________________  

20. I like Math best. 

My ________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

UNIT 5 

WORK AND PLAY 

I. LISTEN Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase  

1-Listen 1 

1.Mai goes to school ______ days a week. 

 a. three b. four c. five d. six 

2.She is interested in _________ 

 a. Math b. Computer c. History d. Literature 

3.Today,her last lesson is _________ 

 a. Math b. Physics c. English d. Geography 

4.Mai thinks __________ is difficult. 

 a. Math b. Physics c. English d. Geography 

 

2-Listen 2 

1.The bell rings _______ 

a. 8.30   b. 8.25   c. 9.15   d. 9.25 

2. When the bell rings, all the students go into ________ 

a.  the school  b. the room  c. the kitchen  d. the yard 

3.The most popular activity at recess is __________ 

a. eating  b. talking  c. reading  d. playing 

4.The yard is very _________ until the bell rings. 

a. quiet   b. clean  c. noisy  d. dirty 

 

II. PRONUCIATIONPut an accent mark over the stressed syllable 
appliance calculator drawing enjoy  atlas  energetic

 equation geography experiment famous  household indoors

 portable present  relax  repair  marbles essay 

 history  computer 

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1.Would you like to _________ in a football match? 

a.  take   b. get   c. join    d. make 

2.In Chemistry, we learn _________ to do experiments with chemicals. 

a. how   b. where  c. what   d. why 

3.It‟s raining. You should stay ________ 

a. outdoor  b. outdoors  c. indoors  d. indoor 

4.They never have time to play a whole game _________ recess. 

a.  in   b. on   c. for   d. at 

5.They often practice ________goals after shool. 

a. to score  b. score  c. scoring  d. scored 

6.She‟s good _______ designing clothes. 
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a. in   b. on   c. at   d. for 

7.The students are all happy when playing _________games. 

a. excite  b. excited  c. exciting  d. excitement 

8.We‟re playing _________ in the school  yard.  

a. catch  b. catching  c. caught  d. to catch 

9.We go to school five days ________ 

a. a week  b. in a week  c. on a week  d. at a week 

10. We study about different countries in the _________ class. 

a. History  b. Geography  c. Math  d. Literature 

11.In Science class,students __________ some experiments. 

a. do   b. play   c. work  d. make 

12.We write essays and learn about books in ________ 

a. Literature  b. Math  c. science  d. History 

13. After break, everyone goes __________ and classes start again. 

a. indoor  b. indoors  c. outdoor  d. outdoors 

14. The girls are __________ rope at recess. 

a. playing  b. doing  c. working  d. skipping 

15. America students take part __________ different activities at recess. 

a. on   b. at   c. of   d. in 

16. Eating and talking with friends are the __________ ways of relaxing at recess. 

a. more common b. most common c. best common d. much more 

common 

17. Some students have portable CD players __________ small earphones. 

a. at   b. with   c. of   d. in 

18. When do you play sports? - __________ 

a. I play sports after school.   b. I play sports with friends 

c. I play sports at school   d. I play sports once a week. 

19. The yard is very __________ during recess. 

a. quiet   b. calm   c. noisy  d. boring 

20. What does Hoa learn about in Physics? 

a. She learns about how things work  b. She learn experiments 

c. She learns things work   d. She learns graphs 

 

IV. ERROR CORRECTION 

1/ The students do some experimentsat the moment. 1. _________ 

                          A                   B          C            D 

2/ Whydoesn‟tLanwants to go to the movie? 2 _________ 

                 A                B         C                D  

3/ Themore popular after-school activitiesare baseball and basketball. 3. _________ 

             A                                         B           C                          D 

4/ The students have four twenty-minutesbreaks each day. 4. _________ 

                            A                   B                     C             D 

5/ My sisteris good forGeography. 5_________ 

      A        B           C       D 

6/ His favorite subjectat school are Math and Literature 6. _________ 

    A                    B        C              D 

7/ Would you likecomingto my house for lunch? 7. _________ 

              A                B        C                          D 

8/ I never get up early inSundays. 8. _________ 
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         A           B           C      D 

9/ My brother leaves home at 7.00 and goes to work by foot. 9. _________ 

                         A                B                   C                 D 

 

10/ Look! The childrenis ridingtheir bikes. 10. ________ 

         A               B              C           D 

11/ Sheisvery good ofwriting essays. 11. ________ 

             A   B            C      D 

12/ Shelikes talking to her friends about music in recess. 12. ________ 

              A                 B                     C                D 

13/In his free tine, he learns cooking. 13. ________ 

      A                B    C                D 

14/ I am really not intersted ofgoing to high school. 14. ________ 

         A                                 B     C           D  

15/ Thestudents are eating and drinking as good as chatting. 15. ________ 

                 A               B                                  C           D 

16/ Hoaneedsbuyinga phone card. 16. ________ 

    A      B        C             D  

17/ I‟m so excitingabout my first prize in the singing contest 17. ________ 

                     A         B                             C             D 

18/What aboutgo to the movies this weekend? 18. ________ 

                A       B                C                D  

19/  My mother takes care to me when I am ill. 19. ________ 

       A                                 B           C        D 

20/ Talking with friends is a common way ofrelax at recess. 20. ________ 

         A                            B                           C   D 

 

V. READING 

A. Read the passage: Chose the word (A,B,C or D) 

1/My favorite subject (1) ……. school is Geography. It gives me knowledge about not only my 

own country but (2) ……... other countries and the world in general. (3) …….. what I have 

studied, I wish to see London, Paris, New York, and Tokyo. I have heard much about Mount 

Fujiyama, the snow-capped mountain of Japan. I want to see New York and (4) ……… 

skyscrapers. Geography (5) ……… me and it is not just about maps. The lessons are very varied 

and we do things like note taking, discussions, role play, quizzes and learn (6) ……… to help 

other people. 

1.  a. to   b. by   c. on   d. at 

2.  a. still   b. also   c. even   d. only 

3. a. From  b. To   c. By   d. At 

4.  a. it    b. it‟s   c. its   d. it is 

5.  a. interest  b. interests  c. interesting  d. interested 

6.  a. how   b. which  c. who   d. what 

 

2/ My younger sister, Hoa, goes to school (1) ……. Monday to Friday. She has (2) ………. 

classes on Saturday. She is in grade seven. Her (3)……… begin at ten past seven and finish at 

half past eleven. She is very (4) ………. in computers and computer science is her (5) ……… 

subject. Hoa likes skipping rope at recess and plays volleyball after school. She often (6) ……... 

mother do the housework in the evening and she can cook well. 

1.  a. on   b. in   c. to   d. from 
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2.  a. not   b. much  c. no   d. a & c 

3.  a. class   b. classes  c. school  d. a & c 

4.  a. interested  b. interesting  c. interest  d. interests 

5.  a. like   b. likes   c. enjoy  d. favorite 

6.  a. help   b. helps  c. helping  d. is helping 

 

3/ Students in Viet Nam (1) …………many extracurricular activities after their school day. Most 

of them take part in (2)……… sports such as football, basketball, volleyball, table- tennis, 

badminton …. Others participate in drama, music, and community (3)………. .They also play 

some easy games; for example, marbles, skipping rope and so on. These activities are well-worth 

the time (4)……… they help students find friends with similar interest and develop (5) ….. 

Career goals. Students (6)………cooperate with each other through engaging in these activities. 

1.         a. take                          b. receive                     c. have               d. get 

2.         a. in                              b. on                           c. at                              d. from 

3.         a. job                           b. career                       c. thing                  d. work 

4.         a. and                          b. but                         c. because                 d. when 

5          a. they                          b. them                     c. their                      d. O 

6.         a. must                         b. can                       c. should                 d. have to 

 

4/ Volunteers International organize community projects in countries all (1)……. the world. In 

Africa, very (2)…….. Children receive primary education (3)…….. There are not enough 

schools. Volunteers help to build new school and extra classrooms for primary-age children 

.People living in local villages can take(4)………in village activities. They need to be young and 

fit (5)…….this type of work. They must have energy and the (6)….. to work with people of all 

nationalities. 

1.      a. in                 b. through                c. over                         d. on 

2.      a. little                 b. few                c. some                        d. any 

3.      a. because         b. but                    c. or                             d. so 

4.      a. role                  b. part                      c. share                 d. make 

5.      a. on                     b. of                          c. also                          d. for 

6.   a. chance           b. ability                c. power                      d. appointment 

 

5/ American students (1)……in different activities at recess. The energetic students often play 

baseball, but they never have time (2)…….. a whole game. They just practice (3)…… goals. That 

is called “shooting some hoop”. Many of the students listen (4)……music. They usually have 

(5)…….CD players with small earphones. Sometimes they read or study (6)…. the same time. 

1.     a. take part                       b. participate            c. join                          d. all are correct 

2.     a.  play b. to play c. to playing              d. played 

3.     a. score                 b. to score            c. scoring                  d. to scoring 

4.     a. to                    b. of                    c. for                          d. at 

5.     a. important             b. portable            c. importantly            d. portably 

6      a.  in b. at              c. on                           d. from 

 

B. Read the following passage and decide whether the following statements are True (T) or 

False (F). 

1/Everyone knows Pat at the hospital. Pat is a part-time night nurse. He cares for patients at night. 

On Saturdays and Sundays, Pat sleeps most of the day and wakes up a little before nine in the 

evening, usually at 8:45 or 8:50. He has breakfast very late, around 9:30 or 10:00 p.m! He 

watches television until eleven o‟clock, and then starts work at midnight. Early in the morning, 
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usually around 5 a.m., he leaves work, has a little snack, goes home, goes to bed and sleeps late. 

It‟s a hard schedule, but he loves his work. 

          True /False 

1/ Pat sleeps most of Saturday and Sunday                                           _________ 

2/ He works in a high school.                                                                    _________ 

3/ He has breakfast around 9:30 or 10:00 p.m.                                            _________ 

4/ He usually reads books in his free time.                                                 _________ 

 

2/The boys and girls in Miss Lien‟s class go to school six days a week, from Monday to 

Saturday. There are no lessons on Sunday. It‟s a holiday. 

School day starts at seven o‟clock and finishes at a quarter past eleven. The students have a 

fifteen-minute recess each day. They are all happy and excited when the bell rings. The often take 

part in many different activities at recess. But the most popular activity is chatting. So, the yard is 

usually very noisy until the bells rings again.  

          True/False 

1/ The students in Miss Lien‟s class don‟t go to school on Sunday.          _________ 

2/ School day lasts for four hours and fifteen minutes.                           _________ 

3/ The students don‟t like recess.                                                          _________ 

4/ One of the most popular activities is playing marbles.                    _________ 

3/ There is a public library in every town and village in England. Every may become a member, 

and it costs nothing to borrow books.You can only borrow three books at a time, but only two of 

them may be novels.You may keep these books for two weeks. Most public libraries in every 

town have a reading room and a reference library. In the reading room, there are tables and desks 

you can sit and read daily newspapers and magazines. In the reference library, there are 

dictionaries, atlases and many other books, but you may not take them home. 

           True/False 

1/ It costs a little to borrow books.                                                              _________ 

2/ You can borrow two readers and two novels.                                        _________ 

3/You cannot take a dictionary home.                                                   _________ 

4/ Some  public libraries in every town have a reading room and                             _________ 

a reference library.  

 

4/At school Ba and Lan study many things .In Literature, they learn about books and write 

essays. In history they study past and present events in Vietnam and in the world. They study 

different countries and their people in Geography class. In Language class, they study English 

and French. In Physical Education, they practice running, high jump and long jump. They enjoy 

all their classes. 

           True/False 

1/ Ba and Lan are interested in all of their classes.                                          _________ 

2/ They learn about past and present events in Literature.                               _________ 

3/Theypractice running and jumping in Physics. _________ 

4/ They only study English in Language class.                                                  _________ 

 

5/ Long and Lam are twin brothers but they are different in character. Long likes studying. He 

always goes to school on time and does his homework. He usually helps his friends with their 

exercises. At home he sometimes helps his mother prepare meals. Unlike Long,Lam is very lazy. 

He usually goes to school late. He never does his homework. Afterschool, he often lies on the 

couch in front of the television or listens to music. 

           True/ False 
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1/ Lam is lazier than his brother.                                                                     _________ 

2/ Long and Lam have the same characters.                                                    _________ 

3/ They are good students.                                                                                _________ 

4/ He doesn‟t do his homework.                                                                      _________ 

 

V. WRITING 

A. VERB FORMS/ VERB TENSES 

Supply the correct forms or tenses of the verbs in brackets. 

1. My brother (listen)… ………..to music in his free time. 

2. I hope that you (have) ................... a good time tomorrow. 

3. They are practicing (score) … ……..goals. 

4. We enjoy (listen) ................... the rap music. 

5. He (not come) … ……….. here tomorrow morning 

6. Sue learns (repair) ................... household appliances. 

7. The students (write) ................... an essay in Literature next week. 

8. Tina is good at (fix) ................... things. 

9. We often (go) ................... to English club after school. 

10. Your sister (be) ................... a famous singer someday. 

11. Look! It (rain) ................... heavily. 

12. My classmate (study)  ................... Math very well. 

13. Everyone (go) ................... indoors when the bell rings. 

14. We (have) ...................an English test tomorrow. 

15. They (do) ................... some experiments at the moment. 

16. We (study) ................... maps in Geography. 

17. They always practice (score) ................... goals 

18. She (have)  ................... Chemistry on Wednesday. 

19. What................... you often (do) ................... at recess? 

20. Students in the USA usually (not wear) ………..uniform. 

 

B.TRANSFORMATION 

Rewrite each of the following sentences without changing its meaning. 

1. She likes Physics best. 

Her .................................................................................................................. 

2. How much is that schoolbag? 

 How much .......................................................................................................? 

3. I enjoy listening to music. 

 I am .................................................................................................................. 

4. He has a letter from his American pen pal. 

His American pen pal ........................................................................................ 

5. My brother can play tennis very well. 

My brother is ..................................................................................................... 

6. His younger brother isn‟t interested in watching cartoons. 

 His younger brother doesn‟t ............................................................................. 

7. Nam is a member of the school soccer team. 

 Nam plays ......................................................................................................... 

8. Tomatoes are 10.000 dong. 

Tomatoes ........................................................................................................... 

9. Nam is taller than any students in his class. 

 Nam is............................................................................................................... 
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10.  Our house is older than any other house in the living centre. 

 Our house is ...................................................................................................... 

11. My sister can speak English very well. 

 My sister is good............................................................................................... 

12. What subject do you like best? 

What‟s ..............................................................................................................? 

13. Oh! These pictures are beautiful. 

What .................................................................................................................! 

14. I like pink and white best. 

 Pink and white are ............................................................................................ 

15. Lan is the youngest of the three sisters. 

Lanhas .............................................................................................................. 

16. Mr. Hoang walks to work for half an hour. 

 It takes ............................................................................................................... 

17. It is not far from my house to the market. 

 My house is ...................................................................................................... 

18. At recess we like talking best. 

 Talking is the most ............................................................................................ 

19. English is easy to learn. 

 Learning English is ............................................................................................ 

20. There are eight hundred stamps in Hoa‟s collection. 

Hoa‟s collection has ........................................................................................... 

 

 

UNIT 6 

AFTER SCHOOL 

A/ LISTENING  

I. Listen and choose the correct answer. Track 49 (page 60) 

1. Hoa is doing her____________. 

 a. math homework  c. essay 

 b. English homework d. assignment 

2. Minh and Hoa are going to the cafeteria to____________. 

 a. buy some food  c. get a cold drink 

 b. have lunch  d. meet some friends 

3. What is Ba doing? ____________. 

 a. He‟s reading books c. He‟s playing games 

 b. He‟s learning to play the guitar d. He‟s watching TV 

4. What does Minh usually do after school? ____________. 

 a. He meets some friends c. He does his homework 

 b. He does the housework d. a and c 

 

II. Listen and choose the best option. Track 51 (page 63) 

1. Who enjoy going to the school cafeteria? ____________. 

 a. Nam b. Ba c. Mai d. Lan 

2. One of them has to rehearse for a play with the drama____________. 

 a. group b. class c. club d. team 

3. What does Nam have to do? He has to  ____________. 

 a. go to school  c. go to the circus 

 b. rehearse for a play d. tidy his room 
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4. Who is going to the circus? ____________.  

 a. Nam b. Ba c. Mai d. Lan 

 

B/ GRAMMAR 

I. Put an accent mark on the stressed syllables.  

anniversary campaign celebration collection 

collector comic concert entertainment 

orchestra pastime rehearse teenager 

volunteer wedding 

II. Multiple choice: 

1. What about _____ to the movies?  

 a. go b. goes c. going d. to go 

2. Let‟s _____ homework together.  

 a. do b. does c. doing d. to do 

3. What should we _____ this evening?  

 a. do b. does c. doing d. to do 

4. Would you like _____ to my house for dinner?  

 a. come b. comes c. coming d. to come 

5. Thanks for _____ me.  

 a. invite b. invites c. inviting d. to invite 

6. Would you like to go swimming? - _____  

 a. Yes, I do b. I‟d love to c. Yes, I like d. OK. I‟d like 

7. Daisy is a good girl. She _____ tidies her house and helps her mother.  

 a. often b. rarely c. never d. seldom 

8. Should we _____ to the cafeteria? – I‟m sorry. I can‟t.  

 a. goes b. go c. to go d. going 

9. Lan _____ an essay now. She usually _____ her assignment after school.  

 a. writes / does  b. is writing / does  

 c. is writing / do  d. is writing / is doing 

10. On Sunday mornings, I stay in bed _____ 8 o‟clock.  

 a. until b. at c. from d. to 

11. Ba _____ the guitar every day after school.  

 a. is practicing b. practices c. will practice d. practice  

12. _____ do you study in the library? – 3 times a week.  

 a. How much time  b. How often   

 c. How many times  d. How long 

13. Nga‟s theater group is _____ a play for the school anniversary celebration.  

 a. rehearsing b. practicing c. acting d. learning 

14. Nam is not very _____. He never plays any sports.  

 a. sport - loving b. sportive c. sportsman d. sporty 

15. There aren‟t any good movies _____ at the moment.  

 a. in b. on c. by d. with 

16. Let‟s go to my house.  

 a. Let we  b. Let us  c. Let has  d. Let is 

17. That‟s a good __________! Let‟s go to the beach.  

 a. thinking b. answer  c. idea  d. thing 

18. We‟re going to see a movie. Why don‟t you come __________?  

 a. in  b. across  c. out  d. along 

19. He __________ reading  book in the library.  
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 a. likes  b. enjoys  c. is interested in  d. all are correct 

20. I want to thank you __________ helping me.  

 a. of  b. about c. for  d. to 

 

III. Choose the underlined words or phrases (A, B, C or D) that must be changed for the 

sentence to be correct. 
1. Whatareyoudo  now ?  _______________  

       A        B      C       D 

2. He    is     learningplay       the      guitar.  _______________  

     A                 B             C                       D  

3.  Ba      practiceeverydayafter     school.  _______________  

                   A               B          C         D  

4. Ienjoyplayvolleyball.  _______________  

    A         B            C                 D 

5. What       shouldweto   do?  _______________  

      A               B             C                D 

6. Acting      is     Ngafavoritepastime.  _______________  

       A                     B              C                 D 

7. Namis      notverysports.  _______________  

      A                 B                  C            D 

8. My brotherlieson  the couchat  front  of   the    TV.  _______________  

         A                B               C                       D 

9. Her groupis rehearsinga  playon   the school anniversary.  _______________  

      A                        B                   C        D 

10. We      canlistensomemusic.  _______________  

                   A          B            C             D 

11. I havetoo  manyassignment.  _______________  

     A       B                 C                     D 

12. Helpold  peopletotheir   shopping  or  cleaning.  _______________  

      A               B           C                D 

13. There   aren‟t  any  good   moviesinat  the  moment.  _______________  

                        A                          B       C               D 

14. Nowyou‟relearningrelax.  _______________  

        A               B                C                 D 

15. Thanksforinviteme.  _______________  

        A                      B               C               D 

16. Would        you        likecome   to     my    house      for     lunch?  _______________  

         A                            B            C                                             D 

17. I‟m goingtoa  weddingat      Sunday.  _______________  

         A               B         C              D 

18. What      aboutvisitHa Long  Bay?  _______________  

        A            B            C                  D 

19. Most  American teenagerslikeeat       fast     food.  _______________  

                     A                                B       C                D 

20. How  oftendoes      he   goesswimming?  _______________  

          A                  B                C                D  

 

IV. Read the passages then write True or False for each of sentence below:  

1. Vietnamese students take part in different after-school activities. Some students are interested in 
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sports. They often play soccer, tennis or badminton. Sometimes, they go swimming in the swimming 

pools. Some students like music, drama or movies. They often practice playing musical instruments in 

the school music room. They join in the school theater group and usually rehearse plays. Some are 

members of the stamp collector‟s club. On Saturday afternoon, they get together and talk about their 

stamps. A few students stay at home and play video games or computer games. Most of them enjoy 

their activities after school hours. 

                                                                           

Answers 

1. Vietnamese students don‟t like playing sports after school. 

2. Students often practice playing musical instruments at school. 

3. Members of stamp collector‟s club get together once a week. 

4. Most students play computer games after school. 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

 

2. Mr. Long is a teacher and his wife is a doctor in a big hospital. Every day, he gets up early and does 

morning exercise. His wife, Loan gets up early, too. She makes breakfast for the family. They have two 

children. Van is seventeen and Phong is thirteen. After breakfast, Mr. Long takes his wife to work, his 

children to school by his car. He doesn‟t come home until six p.m. Mrs. Loan pick up the children at 

4.30 pm then she goes to the market near her house and prepares dinner. At 7pm, all the members in 

the family are having dinner together. 

 

 

 

 

       Answers 

1. Mr. Long is a manager in a factory. 

2. He takes the children to school. 

3. Mrs. Loan makes dinner and breakfast.  

4. All the family members have dinner together. 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

 

3. Ron‟s pastimes are collecting stamps and playing sports. He is the president of the stamp 

collector‟s club of his school. Every Friday afternoon, he and his friends get together and talk 

about their stamps. When they have any new stamps, they usually bring them to school. Ron‟s 

Japanese friend, Yoko, gives him a lot of Japanese stamps. On Saturday mornings, he usually 

plays sports. He plays soccer, volleyball, table tennis and basketball. He is very sporty. 

                                                                                                                                 Answers 

1.Playing sports and collecting stamps are Ron‟s favorite pastimes.                                   1.  

2.Ron talks with his friends about their stamps every afternoon.                                         2.  

3.If they have any stamps, they often give them to the others.                                             3.  

4.Ron‟s Japanese friend gives him Japanese stamps.                                                           4.   

 

V . Choose the best correct word for each sentence:  

1. Lan is in class 7A. She (1) _____a member of the school theater group. At present, her group 

(2) _____a play for the school anniversary celebration. 

Hung enjoys (3) _____stamps. He and his friends get together and talk (4) _____their stamps on 

Wednesday afternoon. 

Hai‟s favorite pastime is reading. He‟s (5) _____very sporty. In his free time, he usually reads 

books . He likes (6) _____books in the library, most of the time he reads comics.  
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1. A. am  B. is  C. are D. have 

2.  A. rehearse  B. rehearses  C. is rehearsing D. are rehearsing  

3. A. collect B. collecting C. collects D. to collect 

4. A.in  B. at C. of D. about 

5. A. no B. not C. too D. isn‟t 

6. A. read  B. reads  C. to read D. reading 

 

2. People are (1)…….longer so there are more elderly people. Many young people are 

(2)…….community service. They help (3)……….people. They do their (4)……..They do their 

housework. They clean the yards. They even paint their house.  

Some young people work as hospital volunteers. In America, they are called “candy 

stripers” (5)………….of the striped pink and white uniform they wear. Others are concerned 

(6)……….the environment and work on neighborhood clean – up campaigns.  

 

1. A. live B.  lives C. living D. to live 

2.  A. do B. doing C. does D. to do  

3. A. old B. elder C. elderly D. eldest 

4. A. shop B. at shopping C. shopping D. the shop 

5. A. and  B. but C. so D. because 

6. A. about  B. with C. to D. of 

   

3. Ba:  What should we do this weekend? 

Nam:  What about (1)……….. to the movies? 

Ba:  There aren‟t any good movies (2)………..at the moment . 

Nam:  It‟s too hot. Let‟s go (3)……………. 

Ba:  Ok. Let‟s (4)….. Tuan ,too. 

Nam:  Where is he now? 

Ba:  He is learning (5) ……..the guitar in the music room. 

Nam: Why don‟t we come along ? 

Ba:  Good idea! I enjoy (6)………..the guitar.  

 

1.  A. go B.  goes C. going D. to go 

2.  A. in B. on C. with D. of 

3. A. swimming B. swim C. swims D. to swim 

4. A. invite B. inviting C. invites D. to invite 

5. A. play B. plays C. to play D. playing 

6. A. play B. plays C. to play D. playing 

 

VI. Give the correct form or tense of the verbs in the brackets 
1. Where (be).....................your friends? They (study).....................in the library. 

2. Minh usually (play)..................volleyball after school. Now he (play)....................it in the 

sports ground. 

3. Why don‟t you (come).....................to my house? 

4. Nam isn‟t very fit. He (not do)........................any sport. 

5. Lan should (get).................... up early. 

6. I (do)...........................math homework at the moment. 

7. He enjoys (collect)......................stamps and coins. 

8. Children shouldn‟t (stay)................up late. 
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9. Next year, my sister (be)...................a teacher. 

10. Thanks for (invite)........................me, Nhat. 

11. Would you like (read)......................this comic book with me? 

12. How often ..............the students (go)................camping? – Twice a year. 

13. What about (eat)......................in fast food restaurant? 

14. What.............you (do)....................after school? 

15. Should we (go)..................to the movies? 

16. He ( not travel).............................by bus at present. 

17. Next Sunday is Nga‟s birthday. She (invite)........................some friends to her birthday party. 

18. Nga wants (go).....................shopping now. 

19. They are (rehearse).........................a new play. 

20. She always (study).....................in the library. 

 

VII. Sentence transformations. 

1. Let‟s play volleyball. 

Why ............................................................................................................................................. ? 

2. Why don‟t we go to the school cafeteria? 

 Let‟s ..............................................................................................................................................  

3. What about doing homework together? 

 Let‟s  .............................................................................................................................................  

4. What about visiting Ha Long Bay? 

 Why  .............................................................................................................................................  

5. Let‟s go to the movies. 

 What  ............................................................................................................................................  

6.  Why don‟t we help old people with their shopping or cleaning?  

 What  .......................................................................................................................................... ? 

7. Let‟s go to my house.  

 Why ............................................................................................................................................ ? 

8. Why don‟t we listen to music? 

 What  ............................................................................................................................................  

9. Let‟s eat in fast food restaurants. 

 What  ............................................................................................................................................  

10. What about watching television? 

 Why  .............................................................................................................................................  

11. Why don‟t you come to her house? 

 Let‟s  .............................................................................................................................................  

12. How about collecting the stamps? 

 Why  .............................................................................................................................................  

13. Let‟s tidy the classroom. 

 Why ..............................................................................................................................................  

14. Why don‟t we rehearse a play for the school anniversary celebration? 

 What  ............................................................................................................................................  

15. Let‟s go to the circus. 

 What  ............................................................................................................................................  

16. Would you like to come to my house for dinner? 

 Let‟s ..............................................................................................................................................  

17. I enjoy playing the piano. 

 I am  ..............................................................................................................................................  

18. She is interested in reading books? 
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 She likes .......................................................................................................................................  

19. Why don‟t we invite him to the party? 

 Let‟s ..............................................................................................................................................  

20. Remember to brush your teeth after meals. 

 Don‟t forget  .................................................................................................................................  

 

UNIT 7 

THE WORLD OF WORK 

I. Put an accent mark on the stressed syllables.  

definitely lazy period  

realize typical vacation 

 

II. Multiple choice: 

1. Which Vietnamese vacation is __________? 

 a. long  b. longer  c. longest  d. the longest 

2. Mr. John repairs machines in a factory. He‟s a __________. 

 a. shop assistant  b. nurse  c. farmer  d. mechanic 

3. I find this book __________. 

 a. is interesting  b. is interested  c. interesting  d. interested. 

4. He usually works very __________ before tests. 

 a. hard  b. hardly  c. keen  d. lazy. 

5. It __________ her two hours each day to do her homework. 

 a. take  b. takes  c. need  d. needs 

6. She has to ______ old lesson before tests. 

 a. reviews  b. reviewing  c. review  d. is reviewing 

7. My sister loves __________ stamps. 

 a. collecting  b. to collecting  c. to collect   d. a and c 

8. At recess, __________ activity is talking. 

 a. more popular  b. most popular  c. popularer d. the most popular 

9. I‟d like to help old people ________ their shopping or cleaning. 

  a. with b. for c. to d. by 

10. Tim‟s father has ________ days off than his mother. 

  a. much b. more c. a few d. many 

11. There‟s _______ milk in the bottle than in a glass. 

  a. little b. few c. least d. less 

12. Brenda likes going to the cinema and ________. 

  a. So am I  b. I am, too c. so do I  d. so I do 

13. ________ any chairs in the living room? 

  a. Are there b. Has there c. Is there d. Have there 

14. Listen! Someone ___________ 

  a. come b. coming c. is coming d. are coming 

15. This book is __________ interesting of the three. 

  a. most  b. the most  c. more  d. the more 

16. We __________ this film boring. 

  a. find  b. thinks  c. watch  d. look 

17. Do Vietnamese students have more or fewer vacations than American ______? 

  a. students  b. ones  c. vacations  d. a & b 

18. A cage for a chicken is a__________. 

  a. chicken shed  b. chicken coop  c. buffalo shed  d. buffalo coop 
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19. __________ a look at this picture. 

  a. Take  b. Give  c. Do  d. Make 

20. The summer vacation __________ for almost three months. 

  a. longs  b. lasts  c. is  d. are 

 

III. Choose the underlined words or phrases (A, B, C or D) that must be changed for the 

sentence to be correct 
1.You‟ll   belatetoschool.  ________________  

           A               B         C              D 

2.Thattake    about   two   hourseach day.  ________________  

      A          B                        C                  D 

3.Timlikeshear    about   how students   live in VN.  ________________  

        A         B       C                            D 

4.Namistallthan    his sister.      ________________  

       A    B       C           D 

5.Shewillcomestomorrow morning.  ________________  

     A       B         C                           D 

6.Tim‟s fatherrepairsmachines on    a   factory.  ________________  

          A                   B             C                    D 

7.Mr.  Tuanhas less days  off     than    Mr.  Jones.  ________________  

        A             B            C             D 

8.Wewill     havea   three-monthvacations.  ________________  

      A              B                   C                           D 

9.Letmeto  tell    you    more   about  my  parents.  ________________  

     A       B         C                                         D 

10.My mother takes careinthe family.  ________________  

       A                   B              C              D  

11.My brotherlikeswatching     soccer.   I    do,  so.  ________________  

             A             B          C                                       D 

12.Tommywouldlikesa sandwich.  ________________  

          A              B              C                 D 

13.There   aretwo   bookstoresatPham Van Hai Street.  ________________  

             A                    B                    C                  D 

14.Iwould likesend   this letter    to my   friend.  ________________  

    A             B               C                                   D 

15. Don‟t worry!    Youhavelots of friendssoon.  ________________  

                                 A            B                   C                  D 

16.Hoa   is   a keen student    and she    studyhard.  ________________  

       A                   B                                  C          D 

17.Summer holidayisthe    long     holiday   in   VN.  ________________  

                 A                 B           C                                 D 

18.Mr. Tuanworkson    the    fields with   his   brother.    ________________  

        A               B          C                 D 

19.His workusuallyfinishesin    6 o‟clock.  ________________  

           A                B                C               D 

20.How many hour   a week     does he usually   work?  ________________  

          A                   B                        C                         D 

 

IV/ READING 
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A. Choose the best correct word for each sentence 

1. Hoa‟s father, Mr. Tuan, is a farmer. He works more hours than Tim‟s father. He usually stars 

(1) _____ at six in the morning. He has breakfast, then he feeds the buffalo, pigs and chickens, 

and (2) _____the eggs. 

From about nine in the morning unit four in the afternoon, Mr. Tuan works (3) _____the fields 

with his brother. They grow some rice, (4) _____their main crop is vegetables. From twelve to 

one o‟clock, Mr. Tuan (5) _____and eats lunch. At four in the afternoon, they come back home. 

Mr. Tuan feeds the animals again. Then he cleans the buffalo shed and the chicken coop. His 

work usually (6) _____at six. 

 

1.  A. work B. works  C. working D. to work 

2.  A. collect B. collects C. collecting D. to collect 

3. A. at B. on C. in D. of 

4. A. but B. and C. with D. from  

5. A. rest B. rests C. to rest D. resting 

6. A. finish B. finishes C. to finish D. finishing 

 

2. Many people think that students have an easy life: we only work a few hour a day and have 

long vacations. They don‟t know we have to work (1)……. at school and at home. 

Take a look at a typical grade 7 student like Hoa. She (2)……… five periods a day, six days a 

week. That is about 20 hours week-fewer hours than any worker. But that is not all. Hoa is a keen 

student and she (3)……… hard. She has about 12 hours of (4)………. every week.  She also 

(5)……….. review her work  before tests. (6)……. makes her working week about 45 hours.  

This is more than some workers. Students like Hoa are definitely not lazy! 

 

1.  A. hard B. hardly  C. lazy D. lazily 

2.  A. have B. has C. having D. to have  

3. A. study B. to study C. studies D. studys 

4. A. homework B. housework  C. homeworks D. houseworks 

5. A. have B. has C. have to D. has to  

6. A. This  B. That C. These D. Those 

 

B. Read the passages then write True or False for each of sentence below: 

1. From about nine in the morning until four in the afternoon, Mr. Tuan works in the fields with 

his brother. They grow some rice, but their main crop is vegetables. From twelve to one o‟clock, 

Mr. Tuan rests and eats lunch. At four in the afternoon, they come back home. Mr. Tuan feeds the 

animals again. Then he cleans the buffalo shed and the chicken coop. His work usually finishes at 

six. 

 

 ANSWER 

1. Mr. Tuan works in the fields with his mother.                                       1. __________ 

2. They grow some rice, but vegetables are their main crop. 2. __________ 

3. Mr. Tuan rests and eats lunch from ten to one o‟clock. 3. __________ 

4. He never cleans the chicken coop. 4. __________ 

 

 

2. Christmas is a holiday when people get together with family. People give presents to each 

other or send cards wishing each other a merry Christmas. At Christmas, people decorate 
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Christmas trees and put up lights around the house. A common Christmas dinner is turkey. There 

are also lots of baked goodies for the kids. Christmas begins on the day before Christmas, or 

Christmas Eve and continues until Boxing Day, when many people go shopping for sales. 

 

 ANSWER 

1. People usually spend Christmas with their family. 1. __________ 

2. People put up Christmas trees around the house. 2. __________ 

3. People often have turkeys for their Christmas dinner. 3. __________ 

4. Many people go shopping on Christmas Eve. 4. __________ 

 

V. WRITING 

A. Give the correct form or tense of the verbs in the brackets 
1. She (come)..........................tomorrow morning. 

2. Hoa always (spend).........................time with her family on summer vacation. 

3. What..............you (like)...............doing during your vacation? 

4. Look! The cat (eat)...........................your breakfast. 

5. In the future, we (not have)......................much work to do. 

6. It‟s ten to seven. Hurry up or you (be)..................late for school. 

7. Students have to (review).....................their work carefully before tests. 

8. Mr. Tuan and his brother (work)........................on his farm right now. 

9. ....... .........you (get)..................up late on weekends? 

10. Hoa wants (go)................to the post office because she needs (buy)........................ a phone 

card. 

11. Students like Hoa (be)...................definitely not lazy. 

12. That (take).................about two hours to do the homework each day. 

13. They work very hard, but they have fun( work)..................together. 

14. Let me (tell)...............you more about my parents. 

15. Tim‟s father (have).................fewer days off than his mother. 

16. What............you (do)................next summer vacation? 

17. The summer vacation (last)..............for almost three months. 

18. My brother likes (watch) ........................soccer. 

19. Mr.  Brown ( not get).........................any public holidays each year. 

20. When there (be).................less work, he goes to the city. 

 

B.. Sentence transformations. 

1. It takes me two hours to do my homework. 

-> I spend  ..........................................................................................................................................  

2. Thu spends more money than Nga. 

->Nga spends  ....................................................................................................................................  

3. Tim has more vacations than Hoa. 

->Hoa has  .........................................................................................................................................  

4.  I have fewer books than my elder brother. 

-> My elder brother has  ....................................................................................................................  

5. His report has three pages. 

-> He has a ........................................................................................................................................  

6. We will have a vacation that lasts for three months. 

->We will have a  ..............................................................................................................................  

7. Every day  we  have  five  classes  and  each  class  lasts  forty-five  minutes . 
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-> We have five  ................................................................................................................................  

8. I like eating fish better than meat. 

-> I prefer  .........................................................................................................................................  

9. What‟s MrJone„s job? 

-> What  .............................................................................................................................................  

10. His Dad has fewer days off than his Mom. 

-> His Mom has  ................................................................................................................................  

11. Would you like to come to my house for lunch? 

-> What about  ................................................................................................................................. ?  

12. Why don‟t we go fishing? 

-> Let‟s  .............................................................................................................................................  

13. The subject he likes best is English. 

-> His  ................................................................................................................................................  

14. Should we take a rest? 

-> What about  ................................................................................................................................. ? 

15. Lan learns English very well. 

->Lan is  ............................................................................................................................................ 

 ...........................................................................................................................................................  

16. His younger brother isn‟t interested in watching cartoons. 

-> His younger brother doesn‟t  ........................................................................................................  

17. Her classmate enjoys collecting stamps.  

-> Her classmate is  ...........................................................................................................................  

18. She finds Geography difficult. 

-> She thinks .....................................................................................................................................  

19. This book is more interesting than that book. 

-> That book is  .................................................................................................................................  

20. No building in the town is older than this church. 

-> This church is  ...............................................................................................................................  

 

UNIT 9 

I. PRONUNCIATION: Give the main stress for these words: 

aquarium  improve material exit  turtle  

hairdresser           poster  oceanic cushion decide 

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1. I bought a lot of different gifts in a  _________ . 

a. temple   b. food stall  c. restaurant   d. souvenir shop 

2. The family __________ an apartment next door to mine. 

a. moved   b. arrived  c. rented  d. stayed 

3. We stopped at a restaurant __________ a short time. 

a. in   b. at   c. on   d. for 

4. She ____________ some new clothes last week. 

a. buys   b. will buy  c. bought  d. to buy 

5. Most of Vietnamese people are very _________ . 

6. famous   b. important  c. friendly  d. comfortable 

7. __________ to the office yesterday? 

a. Do you go  b. Did you go   c. Will you go  d. Are you going 

8. Peter _________ Xuan Huong Lake 3 days ago. 

a. visited   b. visits  c. visit   d. will visit  

9. MsNhung learned how _________ a sewing machine. 
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a. uses   b. used   c. using  d. to use 

10. They ___________ anything at the restaurant  yesterday. 

a. don‟t  drink  b. didn‟t drink  c. aren‟t drinking d. won‟t drink 

11. My brother  __________ into a new apartment last Summer. 

a. move   b. moved  c. moves  d. will move 

12. What _________  3 hours ago? 

a. do you do  b. did you do  c. will you do  d. are you doing 

13. When _________ he born? 

a. is   b. are   c. was   d. were 

14. Thanh‟shobby is playing soccer. 

a. pastime  b. activity  c. sport   d. subject 

15. They arrived _________ home yesterday afternoon. 

a. in   b. at   c. to   d. on 

16. Hoa watched her neighbor _________ her dress. 

a. make   b. to make  c. making  d. made 

17. __________ is a person who lives near you. 

a. Hairdresser  b. Neighbor  c. Teacher  d. Dressmaker 

18. She  ________  but it didn‟t fit. 

a. tried it on  b. tried it up  c. tried on it  d. tried it up 

19. Hoa thinks that sewing is a _________ hobby. 

a. favorite  b. friendly  c. useful  d. twenty 

20. My brother returned home last night. 

a. arrived   b. came back  c. traveled  d. visited 

III. Error corection: 

1) Children shouldn't spend much time in computer games. 

                        A                     B            C                     D   
2) I'm so excitingabout my first prize in the singing contest. 

                   A         B                           C                   D   
3) When there is less work, farmers take some day off. 

       A                  B                            C                 D   
4) We did notspent our summer holidayinDalat last year. 

               A       B                      C            D   
5) My brother oftenhasthree-weekssummer vacation. 

                      A     B           C                     D   
6) Does Nam havelessstamps than Viet? 

      A               B     C       D   
7) Chi usually spendstwo hoursto do her homework every evening. 

                           A            B          C                 D   
8) What did you boughtat the sourvenir store yesterday? 

              A             B      C                  D   
9) When I first saw her, I thought she looked happily. 

       A               B                  C                             D   
10) He plays basketball withhis friendyesterday morning. 

            A                       B          C                     D   
11) The dress was pink and little white flowers on it. 

           A               B             C                          D   
12) Would you like going to the moviestonight? 

        A                      B                   C         D   
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13) When I am ill, my mother looks at me every night. 

       A            B                           C                   D   
14) Mrs. Mai is a dressmake. She makes clothesfor women and children. 

                   A           B                                C     D   
15) You look so differently today. Did you have a haircut? 

             A                B                   C                         D   
16) After finishing the skirt, she tried it out but it didn't fit. 

                  A               B                  C                    D   
17) Last week my family movedfor a new house. 

          A                              B     C            D   
18) Mrs. Hoa is my neighbor, she livesnext the doorto me. 

                                A                   B             C          D   
19) What time did you arrivehouselast night? 

           A                        B        C       D   
20)  My new dress didn't fit me very good. It should be bigger. 

              A                    B               C                               D   

 

IV. READING  

I. a. Read the passage: Choose the word (A, B, C or D) that the best fits the blank in the 

following passage: (1.5pts.) 
1/Hoa is writing a letter to her mom. She says that she is glad (1) ________ her parents were 

well. She is doing well at school now. At first, everything was strange and (2) ________ . But she 

is having a lot of fun at the moment. She hopes her parents (3) ________ Ha Noi after the 

harvest. She will show her parents (4) ________ the city. And she will tell her parents (5) 

________ about her because she knows (6) ________to take care of herself. 

1. a. hear b. to hear c. to hearing d. hearing 

2. a. difficult b. different c. hard d. a & c 

3. a. visit b. will visit c. visits d. visiting 

4. a. around b. of c. at d. on 

5. a. not worry b. not to worry c. worried d. to not worry 

6. a. how b. what c. why d. who 

 

2/ Teeth are important for chewing food and talking. Without teeth, we can only eat soft food. It 

will be hard for us (1) ________ without teeth. The food that we eat can affect our teeth. Too (2) 

________ sugar can make acid. This acid begins to eat away the teeth. Cavities in the teeth are 

holes made by acid. Most children love cola drinks. One of cola (3) ________ ten teaspoons of 

sugar. So we should avoid kinds of food with lots of sugar. Another way we can take care of our 

teeth is by(4) ________ them. We should brush our teeth at least twice a day. Also, we must give 

our teeth special treatment by visiting the(5) ________ twice a year. We should look after our 

teeth carefully. I hope all of us(6) ________ know how to keep our teeth healthy and beautiful. 

 1. a. speaking b. speak c. to speak d. spoke 

 2. a. much b. many c. lots of d. plenty 

 3. a. have b. has c. is having d. had 

 4. a. seeing b. watering c. showering d. cleaning 

 5. a. doctor b. dentist c. engineer d. teacher 

 6. a. will b. could c. might d. would 

 

3/ I (1) ________ a letter from Mary yesterday. It was about her visit to London. Mary‟s a pen 

pal of (2) ________ . She is from America. 
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Last month, She visited London on an exchange program. She said that the weather was nice, the 

people were friendly, and the food was delicious, and (3) ________ . She made a lot of friends. 

And they promised to (4) ________ in touch by mails. 

We usually stay in touch by letters. Now my English is improved (5) ________ we always write 

to each other (6) ________ English. 

 1. a. receive b. receiving c. am receiving d. received 

 2. a. I b. me c. mine d. my 

 3. a. expensive b. cheap c. quick d. slow 

 4. a. keep b. have c. take d. make 

 5. a. though b. although c. because d. because of 

 6. a. by b. in  c. with d. on 

 

4/ On June 2
nd

 (1) ________ year, I traveled to Dalat (2) ________ my parents. We (3) ________ 

in ThanhBinh Hotel for a week. We visited many places such as Xuan Huonglake, Love valley 

and a lot of beautiful waterfalls. After that we went to (4) ________grandparents‟ house in Ho 

Chi Minh City and stayed there (5) ________ five days. We visited Botanical Garden, and Ben 

Thanh market. Our holiday (6) ________ very wonderful. We returned to Ha Noi on June 17
th

. 

 1. a. next b. last c. this d. that 

 2. a. to b. along c. with d. and 

 3. a. stay b. will stay c. staying d. stayed 

 4. a. us b. our c. him d. his 

 5. a. in b. with c. at d. for 

 6. a. is b. was c. are d. were  

 

5/ Nam (1) ________ a wonderful vacation last summer. He was in Ha Noi, the capital of 

Vietnam. He stayed with his uncle house for three weeks. He visited a lot (2) ________ 

interesting places (3) …………. as Uncle Ho‟s Mausoleum, Ba Dinh Square, West Lake, Lenin 

Park,…. He bought some postcards for his friends and a cap with a (4) …………. flag on it. Nam 

liked the cap much. He wore (5) …………. all day. When he (6)…………. Ho Chi Minh city, he 

spoke to his friends about his vacation. 

 1. a. have b. has c. having d. had 

2. a. with b. on  c. of d. at 

3. a. well  b. such c. like d. well as 

4. a. national b. Viet Nam c. color d. All are correct 

5. a. them  b. it c. its d. their 

6. a. had b. returned c. came back d. went 

 

 

 

b. Read the passage:Read the passage, then decide if the statements that follow it are True or 

False (1pt) 

1/ Hoa went to NhaTrang with her family on vacation last month. She stayed at a hotel. In the 

early morning, she went to the sea and swam for an hour. Then she had breakfast in the food stall  

on the beach to enjoy fresh air in the morning. In the afternoon, she took some photos of the 

sights. She stayed in NhaTrang for a week. She also bought some postcards and souvenirs for her 

friends. It was a great vacation because she had a lot of fun. 

1. Hoa will go to NhaTrang with her family next month.                      1._______                

2. She stayed in NhaTrang for seven days.            2._______                               

3. She didn‟t take any photos in NhaTrang.               3._______                                   
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4. The holiday was wonderful.                      4._______    

 

 

2/ Mr. and Mrs. Smith and their children, Jack and Jill often go to the beaches on their summer 

vacation. Last month, they went to NhaTrang. They stayed at Sunshine Hotel for two weeks. In the 

morning, Jack played soccer with his father on the beach, Jill and her mother walked along the 

beach and built the sand castles. NhaTrang was expensive, but people here were very friendly. 

Their family visited Tri Nguyen aquarium and saw different kinds of fish there. They bought a lot 

of souvenirs for their friends. 

       1. Mr. Smith‟s family seldom go to the beaches.                                       1. _______  

       2. They stayed in NhaTrang 15 days last month.                                      2. _______ 

       3. NhaTrang was cheap and people were friendly.                                   3. _______ 

       4. They bought many souvenirs for their friends.                                      4. _______ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3/ Last year, Minh spent his summer vacation in NhaTrang. It was the first time he went to 

NhaTrang. He stayed at a friend‟s house. His friend took him to see lots of interesting places in 

NhaTrang such as Cham Temple, Hon Chong, Tri Nguyen Aquarium… Minh saw sharks, 

dolphins, and many different types of sea fish at Tri Nguyen Aquarium. Minh bought a lot of 

gifts for his friends in a souvenir shop near the exit of the aquarium. 

 

1. It was the second time Minh went to NhaTrang 1. ________ 

2. Minh stayed at a luxury hotel in NhaTrang. 2. ________ 

3. He saw many kinds of sea fish at Tri Nguyen Aquarium. 3. ________ 

4. He didn‟t buy any gifts for his friends. 4. ________ 

 

4/ The Robinsons had a great time in NhaTrang. Unfortunately, the holiday ended soon and it was 

time for home. They took a bus back to Ha Noi. Liz was excited as the bus was driving through the 

countryside. She saw rice paddies for the first time. Everything looked calm and peaceful. At 4 p.m, 

the bus stopped at a small restaurant in fifteen minutes. Mr. Robison was asleep, so Mrs. Robinson 

bought some peanuts and ice-cream for Liz. The bus arrived Ha Noi at about at 7 p.m.  

 

1.The Robinson didn‟t enjoy the time in NhaTrang.  1. ________ 

2. They returned to HaNoi by car. 2. ________ 

3.They stopped at the restaurant in 15 minutes. 3. ________ 

4. Mr. Robinson bought nothing for Liz. 4. ________ 

 

5/ 

Mary: Hi Hoa, how was your trip to America? 

Hoa:   It was wonderful. I really enjoyed it. 

Mary: Great. How long were you away? 

Hoa:   I was there for about three weeks. 

Mary: That was a long time! Was the weather ok? 

Hoa:   Yes, most of the time. But it snowed a lots in Chicago. 

Mary: What was the best thing about the trip? 

Hoa:   Oh, that is difficult to say. But I guess I liked its people best. 

 

1.Mary had a trip to America. 1. ________ 

2.Hoa‟s trip was great. 2. ________ 

3. She stayed there fifteen days. 3. ________ 

   4. She liked people in America best.     4. ________ 
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V. WRITING  

A. Verb forms  
1. I (meet)_________ them at the movie theater last night.  

2. Lan (go) _________ to the English club every Sunday. But last Saturday she (not 

go)____________ there, he (go)_________ to the City‟s Museum. 

3. Yesterday (be)_________  Sunday, Mr Nam (not go) ____________ to work. He 

(stay)__________ at home and (watch) __________ TV. 

4. Where (be) _________ your sister? She (practice) ______________  playing the piano in 

her room. 

5. Two years ago, his teacher (teach)___________ at a village school. 

6. Last week,we (have)_________ dinner  together. 

7. The children (be)_________ in class now, but ten minutes ago they (be)________ in the 

school yard. 

8. They (buy) _________ a new car two months ago. 

9. She needs (send)___________ the postcards to her friends. 

10. We (phone) ___________ Mum and Dad last week but we (not see) _________ them. 

11. My classmates (play) _________ soccer yesterday afternoon.  

12. He (visit) _________ his grandparents in NhaTrang last Summer.  

13. Miss Chi (wear) __________ a very beautiful dree last night.  

14. ________(be) the weather nice yesterday? 

15. ________ his brother (return) ___________ home from the Army in 2010? 

16. Her family (rent)__________ an apartment next door to mine. 

17. Tourists often (eat)_________ seafood at that famous restaurant. 

18. Last year, Mrs Ha (make) ________ me a nice dress. 

19. My best friend (come) __________ to visit me next Sunday.  

20. Don‟t talk to the children. They (do) _________ their homework at the moment. 

 

B. Sentence transformation: 

1) It isn‟t important for you to finish the work today.  

=> You don‟t ___________________________________________________________________________  

2) I get to work in half an hour. 

=> It takes _____________________________________________________________________________  

3) Keeping the environment clean is very important. 

=> It‟s ________________________________________________________________________________  

4) The building has five floors. 

=> It‟s ________________________________________________________________________________  

5) Nam likes staying at home than going to the zoo. 

=> Nam prefers _________________________________________________________________________  

6) Would you like to go out for dinner tonight? 

=> Let‟s _______________________________________________________________________________  

7) She likes watching TV better than listening to music. 

=> She prefers __________________________________________________________________________  

8) How much do you weigh? 

=> What ______________________________________________________________________________ ? 

9) What‟s the length of the Great Wall? 

=> How ______________________________________________________________________________ ? 
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10) You should wash your hands before meals. 

=> You ought __________________________________________________________________________  

11) Let‟s visit the beautiful Khmer temples of Angkor Watt this summer. 

=> How _______________________________________________________________________________  

12) Listening to music at home is more interesting than going to the concert. 

=> I prefer _____________________________________________________________________________  

13) The boy spends 3 hours a day learning the lesson. 

=> It takes _____________________________________________________________________________  

14) We have a two –month summer vacation. 

=> Our summer vacation lasts ______________________________________________________________  

15) Vietnamese students have fewer vacations than American ones. 

=> American students ____________________________________________________________________  

16) The film is very amusing. 

=> What _______________________________________________________________________________ ! 

17) This hamburger costs ten thousand dong. 

=> It is ________________________________________________________________________________  

18) It isn‟t important for you to finish the work today. 

=> You don‟t have ______________________________________________________________________  

19) We enjoy playing football very much. 

=> We are  _____________________________________________________________________________  

20) Remember to wake me up at 6.30 tomorrow morning. 

=> Don‟t forget ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

UNIT 10 

I. Pronunciation. Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable. 

Appointment        cavity                dentist            harvest         helpful        hygiene 

Iron                       neglect              painful            polish           sensible       serious 

Surgery                 tidy                    forget            healthy       remember    probably 

II. Multiple choices: 

1. I hope that she ……….. better soon. 

A. feel   B. feels   C. to feel   D. feeling 

2. ………. did she go to the dentist last week? 

A. When   B. What   C. Why   D. Who 

3. You shouldn't eat too much sweet things ______ it's not good for your teeth. 

A. because  B. because of   C. so    D. but 

4. She had to work _______. 

A. hard  B. hardly   C. difficult   D. difficultly 

5. I was really happy _______ Mark again yesterday. 

A. see    B. to see  C. seeing  D. to seeing 

6. Read these sentences about ______ your teeth healthy. 

A. keep   B. you keep  C. to keep  D. keeping 

7. Unfortunately, you cannot stop tooth decay simply by ______ your teeth. 

A. you brush   B. brushing   C. to brush  D. brushed 

8. Fluoride toothpaste helps _______ tooth decay. 

A. for preventing B. prevented  C. preventing  D. to prevent  
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9. It's very important ________ tooth decay. 

A. avoid  B. to avoid   C. avoided  D. avoiding 

10. You're very young. You _______ drink coffee. 

A. may   B. should  C. must   D. shouldn't 

11. "________ you please pass me the sugar?"  - "Yes, of course. Here you are 

A. Do    B. Are    C. Would   D. Should    

12. I like orange juice much because it's a _________ drink. 

A. well   B. health  C. healthy   D. healthful  

13. Did you meet him _______ the holiday? 

A. on    B. at    C. during   D. of  

14. ______ I have another cup of coffee?  

A. Do    B. Did    C. Could   D. Will 

15. Take those chairs _______ the dining room, please 

A. for    B. to    C. into   D. on 

16. That would ________ great fun. 

A. take   B. have   C. do    D. be 

17. "_______ a sweet song!" 

A. What   B. Where   C. How   D. why  

18. "What's the matter with you?"  - "_______" 

A. I feel tired   B. I'm free now C Not at all  D. I'd love to 

19. "Shall I explain the lesson to you?'  - "Yes, ________" 

A. I will  B. please  C. all right  D. welcome 

20. - "Thanks a lot"  - "__________" 

A. I'd love to   B. That's OK  C. That's right  D. Good luck! 

 

  III. ERROR CORRECTIONS. 

  1. The dentists smiled with Minh so that he did not feel scared. 

           A      B       C      D →  

2. He learnsto know how taking care of herself. 

        A        B      C         D                                             →  

3. Her mother wants her to not eat too muchcandy. 

           A    B         C           D                 →  

4. I receiveda letter of your aunt last week. 

       A      B     C       D                                                            →  

5. Everything at this school are very strange anddifficult. 

         A        B           C        D                       →  

6. Children are usually scared forseeing the dentist. 

      A  B         C     D                                                   →  

7. It is near harvest time and my parents are very busy. 

          A     B    C     D                          →  

8. Ngabrushs her teeth three timesa day. 

  A     B C  D                                             →  

 

 

9. This riveris very dangerouslyfor swimmers. 

        A      B                    C        D                                                   → 
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10. When he was young, he drinks a lot of milk. 

  A             B                       C                   D                                         → 

    11. Last week my family movedfor the new house. 

     A                  B       C           D                                   →   

    12. He alwaysgets up late when he was young.                                        

                  A         B                 C           D                                                       

13. Yesterday he didn‟tgo to school because he is sick.                          

                              A        B                  C              D 

14. Heplays basketball with his friends yesterday morning.  

       A   B                        C             D                                                          

15.Myuncledoesn‟tgoswimming yesterday.  

              A           B     C     D                                                                      

16. Remember to wash and ironing your ownclothes. 

   A     B  C D  

17. It took Dr. Lan20 minutesfilling Nam‟s tooth. 

            A                         B               C                    D                                      

     18.The dentist looked at my teeth and told me not worry. 

A                          B          C                        D                                       

    19. Whydoesn‟tHoago to school last week? 

           A       B                 C         D                                                                  

    20. He decided learning how to repair the sewing machine. 

           A                   B                 C                                D                                

 

 

IV. READING 

A. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in the passage 

Passage 1: 

It is very important to have healthy teeth. Good teeth help us (1)_______ our food. They also 

help us to look nice.  

How can we keep our teeth healthy? Firstly, we (2)________ to visit our dentist twice a year. 

He can fill the small holes in our teeth before they destroy the teeth. He can examine 

(3)_______ teeth to check that they are growing in the right way. Unfortunately, many 

people wait until they have toothache before they see a dentist. 

Secondly, we should brush our teeth at least twice a day – once after breakfast and once 

before we go to bed. We can also use wooden toothpicks to clean between our teeth after 

meals. 

Thirdly, we should eat food that is (4) ________ for our teeth and our body: milk, cheese, 

fish, brown bread, potatoes, red rice, raw vegetables and fresh fruit. Chocolate, sweets, 

biscuits and cakes are bad,(5) ________ when we eat them between meals. They are harmful 

(6) ________ they stick to our teeth and cause decay.  

1. A. chew  B. chewing  C. to chew  D. be chewing 

2. A. should  B. ought  C. ought to   D. shouldn't 

3. A. our   B. us    C. ours   D. us 

4. A. good   B. bad   C. well   D. harmful 

5. A. special  B. specials  C. especial  D. especially 

6. A. and   B. so   C. because  D. but 

Passage 2: 
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In the United States of America, the national language is (1)....... English. Four hundred years 

ago, some English people came to North America to live and they brought (2)....... language to 

this country.  

Now in the USA, people speak American English. Most of the words are the (3)............ in 

American and British English, but the American say some English words not as people (4)........... 

in England. Canada is situated to the North of the United States of America. It is the larger 

(5).........  the United States. In Canada, many people speak English because they also came from 

England many years (6)......... But in some parts of Canada, people speak French because they 

came from France. 

1.    A. also  B. like   C. as   D. not. 

2.   A. French  B. English  C. Chinese  D. Canadian 

3.   A. various  B. similar  C. same  D. like 

4.   A. do   B. say   C. talk   D. speak 

5.   A. than              B. as   C. more  D. less 

6.   A. ago   B. later   C. there  D. here 

 

Passage 3: 

My name is Nam. Last weekend, I visited the countryside with________ (1) classmates. The 

place is not very far ________ (2) our town. We came there by bus – a journey of two hours. On 

arriving there, we went straight to our friend‟s house. He is Trung whose parents _______ (3) 

farmers living in the countryside. We drank coconut milk and _________ (4) a lot of country 

pancakes. After that we went flying kites in a paddy _________ (5) then we went swimming in 

the river near Trung‟s house. We played gamestogether . 

Finally, in the afternoon we _________ (6) the countryside for the town. And we reached home 

at about 6 P.M. We really had a lot of fun. The countryside is wonderful to me. It has more 

beautiful and interesting places than in the town. 

1. A. I    B. me   C. my   D. mine 

2. A.at   B. in    C. to    D. from 

3. A. are   B. was   C. were  D. is 

4. A. eat   B. ate   C. eaten  D. eating 

5. A. park   B. ground  C. field D. farm 

6. A. went   B. left   C. moved  D. leave 

Passage 4: 

Jack: I have a bad toothache 

Dr Smith: Open your mouth, please. Don't (1)_______. You have one cavity .The tooth looks 

  very (2) ______. Do you like sweet things? 

Jack: Yes, I often have candy, cake and soft drink. 

Dr Smith: Eating too much sweet food is bad (3) ______ you. And how often do you brush 

your   teeth, Jack? 

Jack: Oh, I … Well, sometimes I forget (4) ______ my teeth. 

Dr Smith: Try (5) _______ . Brushing your teeth is very important. Clean teeth are (6) _____ 

  teeth 

1.  A. worry  B. worried  C. scared  D. nervous 

2. A. good   B. well   C. bad   D. badly 

3. A. for   B. of    C. with   D. at 

4. A. brush   B. to brush   C. brushing   D. brushed 

5. A. not forget  B. not forgetting C. to not forget D. not to forget 

6. A. health  B. healthy   C. healthful  D. healthily 
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Passage 5:There was an interesting film about school (1)_______ on TV last night. Lan watched 

TV but Nam didn't because he had to go to his aunt's house. However, Lan also told him about it. 

In that film, the school children engaged in (2)______ activities. They wanted to earn money 

(3)_______ their school and to make their school grounds (4)______ attractive. They earned 

money by (5)________ vegetables, fruit trees, raising chicken, pigs, sheep and calves. After 

seeing that film, Lan and Nam think that their school clubs need to do something (6)_____ that 

1. A. actions  B. actors  C. acts   D. activities 

2. A. difficult  B. various  C. interested  D. favorite 

3. A. to    B. with   C. for   D. from 

4. A. many  B. much   C. more  D. a lot of 

5. A. planting  B. planted  C. to plan  D. plan 

6. A. as   B. same  C. similar  D. like 

 

B. Write True or False for each of the sentences below  

   PASSAGE 1: 

Minh often eats much candy. So he has a toothache. He is scared of seeing  the dentist He is 

sitting in Dr. Lai‟s surgery now .Dr.Lai is very kind. She smiles at Minh and says, “Don‟t 

worry, Minh. You have two small cavities but it isn‟t serious. The other ones are   fine.”. 

Then she fills the cavities in Minh‟s teeth. He feels very happy. After that , she  advises him 

how to take care of his teeth. 

1. Minh never eats candy. … 

2. He has a toothache. …… 

3. The cavities are serious. … 

4. Dr. Lai advises him how to take care of his teeth.  

PASSAGE 2: How can we keep our teeth healthy? 

Firstly, we ought to visit our dentist twice a year. He can fill the cavities in our teeth before 

they destroy the teeth. He can examine our teeth to check that they are growing in the right way. 

Unfortunately, many people wait until they have toothache before they see a dentist.  

 Secondly, we should brush our teeth with a toothbrush and fluoride toothpaste at least twice 

a day – once after breakfast and once before we go to bed. We can also use wooden toothpicks to 

clean between our teeth after a meal.  

 Thirdly, we should eat food that is good for our teeth and our body such as milk, cheese, 

fish, brown bread, potatoes, red rice, raw vegetables, and fresh fruit. Chocolate, sweets, biscuits 

and cakes are bad, especially when we eat them between meals. They are harmful because they 

stick to our teeth and cause decay.  

   

1. We should visit the dentist every six months.   

2. There is no need to brush teeth after meal   

3. Many people only go to the dentist when they have 

toothache. 

  

4. Cakes and candy are kinds of food that are good for teeth.   

 

PASSAGE 3:  

Hoa received a letter from her Mom last week. Her parents were both fine. They were working 

hard in their fields because it was nearly harvest time. Her grandpa often worked with them. Her 

family was happy to hear that she was taking morning exercises. They thought it was good for 

her health. Her Mom hoped to visit Hoa in Ha Noi after the harvest. 

1. Hoa received a letter from her friends last week.  
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2. Her parents were working hard in their fields.  

3. Hoa now takes morning exercises.  

4. Her grandpa often helps her parents on the farm.  

PASSAGE 4: 

Dr. Lai is a dentist. She looks   after people‟s teeth. Dr. Lai‟s surgery is clean and tidy, and so her 

uniform. Most children are scared when they come to see Dr. Lai, but she is a kind woman. She 

explains what will happen so they are not afraid. Dr. Lai often gives children advice. She tells 

them how to look after their teeth. She reminds them to brush their teeth regularly and eat 

sensibly.  

1. Dr. Lai is a doctor.  

2. Her uniform is clean.  

3. Most children are happy when they come to see Dr. Lai.  

4. Dr. Lai often gives children advice.  

PASSAGE 5: 

Yesterday Nam had a terrible toothache. Nam‟s mother took him to the dentist. He told Nam 

open his mouth and began to check his teeth. After a few minutes he found Nam‟s decaying tooth 

and started filling it. It took him at least two hours to finish his work. Before saying goodbye to 

Nam, he advised Nam to take care of his teeth and not to forget to brush his teeth every morning. 

He also advised Nam not to eat much sweets and chocolate because they are bad for his teeth. 

1. Nam‟s mother took him to the dentist yesterday.  

2. The dentist checked his teeth.  

3. It took him at least three hours to finish his work.   

4. The dentist told Nam to eat much sweets and chocolate.   

V. WRITING 

A. VERB TENSES – VERB FORMS 

1. Last night, the children (have)………. …...meat and vegetables for dinner  

2. What …………….Hoa (do)…………….. yesterday morning? 

3. Everybody (wait)……….for you now. 

4. You should (go)………………….to bed early. 

5. Mai (brush)…………………………her teeth three times a day. 

6. I‟m scared of (see)…………………. the dentist 

7. Remember (brush)……………………….your teeth after meal. 

8. I hope you (come)…………………..here soon. 

9. Why…………..you (leave)…………………the party last night? 

10. I never (stay)…………………….up late. 

11. Her mother wants her (not eat)……………………..too much candy. 

12. Minh (go)………………………to the dentist tomorrow morning. 

13. My father stopped (smoke)…………………many years ago. 

14. Don‟t (stay)…………………..up late! It is not good for your health. 

15.Dr.Lai (check)………. …………….. Minh's teeth a few minutes ago 

16. When …………… they (finish)…………….. their  work? Two hours ago.. 

17. We (study)………. ……French  last  month. 

18. Don't forget ( turn) ………. …off the lights. 

19. I hope she (not get)……. …………….. ……up late tomorrow. 

20. Lan (not do)…… ………. …………….. her homework carefully yesterday. 

 

B. SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 

1. Remember to clean your hands before meals.  

  Don‟t  ...........................................................................................................................................  
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2. You should wash your hands before meals. 

  You ought  ...................................................................................................................................  

3. You shouldn‟t stay up late. 

 You ought .....................................................................................................................................  

4. What was wrong with you, Mom? 

What  ..............................................................................................................................................  

5. Brushing your teeth is very important 

It‟s  .................................................................................................................................................  

6. She has a pain in stomach 

She .................................................................................................................................................  

7. My mother never has free time 

My mother  ....................................................................................................................................  

8. I always go to school on time. 

  I'm never  .....................................................................................................................................  

9. Would you like to go out for dinner tonight? 

Let‟s  ..............................................................................................................................................  

10. What happened to her? 

→What  .............................................................................................................................................  

11. What is wrong with Nam? 

→What‟s  ..........................................................................................................................................  

12. I have a pain in my stomach 

→I‟ve  ...............................................................................................................................................  

13. My mother wants me not to stay up late 

→My mother doesn‟t  .......................................................................................................................  

14. Eating too much candy is bad for your teeth 

→Eating too much candy isn‟t  .........................................................................................................  

15.I  hope you will look after yourself. 

→I hope you will take  ......................................................................................................................  

16. Minh hates the sound of the drill 

→Minh doesn‟t  ................................................................................................................................  

17. Thu never goes to school late 

→Thu is never  ..................................................................................................................................  

18. Remember to wash and iron your own clothes 

→Don„t  .............................................................................................................................................  

19. What was the matter with his mother? 

→What was .......................................................................................................................................  

20. You shouldn‟t use an old toothbrush. 

→You ought ......................................................................................................................................  

 

UNIT 11 

I .PRONUNCIATION. Put an accent mark over the stressed syllable:  

 

1. absent 2. measure 3. disappear 4. disease 

 

1. unpleasant 2.symptom 3. prevent 4.temperature 

II .Multiple choice:  

1. She filled in her medical ………………………………. 

 A. book B . paper C. form D. notebook 1… … 

2 What‟s her ………………….. ? – Thirty kilos. 
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 A. kilos B. weight C. weigh D. height 2… … 

3 There is something wrong …………………… her car. 

 A .to  B. in C. of D. with 3……. 

4 What does Mr. Tan tell Lan ………………………..? 

 A. to do B. do C. does D .doing 4… … 

5 I need ……………….. your height. 

 A. measuring B. measures C. measure D. to measure 5…… 

6 How ………………………. is Nga? – She is 36 kilos. 

 A. high B. weight C. heavy D. tall 6… … 

7 Did your Mom ………………….. a sick note for you? 

 A. writes B. wrote C. to write D. write 7… … 

8 Her cold will ……………………………. For a few days and then disappear. 

 A. last B. lasted C. to last D. lasts 8… … 

9 ……………………. didn‟t Lan go to school yesterday? 

 A. What B. Why C. When D. How 9… ….. 

10 ……………………………….. there a cure for the common cold? 

 A. Is B. Are C. Do D. Does 10… … 

11. ………………………….. you lend me your pen, please? 

 A. Would B . Can C. Do D. Does 11… … 

12 What was …………………………….. with you? 

 A. problem B. matter C. wrong D. right 12… … 

13 You should …………………………… inside at recess. 

 A. stays B. stayed C. to stay D. stay 13……. 

14 The medicines ……………………. The pain in my chest. 

 A. prevented B. relieved C. protected D .took 14… … 

15 I will ask the nurse ………………………… your height again. 

 A. check B. checking C. to check D. checks 15…… 

16 The nurse told Hoa ……………………….. to the waiting room. 

 A. to return B. returning C. return D. returns 16… … 

17 She wasn‟t absent ……………………… school yesterday. 

 A. in   B. at C. on D. from 17… … 

18 She needs to …………………………………   my temperature. 

 A. make B. do C. take D. have 18… … 

19 These medicines can make you ……………………. Better. 

 A. feels B. feel C. feeling D. to feel 19… ….. 

20 A nurse told her to wait …………………….. the doctor. 

 A. for B. on C. of D. at 20… … 

 

III .ERROR CORRECTION:  

 1.  Howdo you travel to Thailand last month?  

        A    B           C                              D 

 2. Herheightis 45 kilos 

       A      B    C         D 

3.  Theypracticedtheir English now 

        A         B           C                 D 

4. This riveris very dangerouslyfor swimmers  

          A       B                   C         D 

5. When he was young , he drinksa lot of milk   

        A          B                        C         D 

1. 

 

2. 

 

3.  

 

4.  

 

5. 
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6. Sheenjoysto collect stamps in her free time  

     A      B            C         D 

7. Wouldyou like seeing a movie with me tomorrow?   

        A      B             C                            D 

8. They buyeda lot ofsouvenirsfor their family yesterday  

                  A      B            C         D 

9.  Aftereat some spinach , he feltterrible 

        A    B                                 C      D 

10. She writesto her parentslast month 

              A      B            C         D 

11.  Wouldyouto open your mouth, please ? 

             A    B      C                    D 

 12. He didn‟tgo to school and he was sick  

               A      B                   C         D 

13.  My brotheris one meter 60 centimeters high 

             A          B           C                              D 

 14. Sheneed to eat a lot of vegetables and fruit  

          A      B               C         D 

15.  Howtallare these buildings ? 

        A      B    C                D 

16. Eatingtoomany sugar and fatty food is not good for your health  

          A      B    C                                         D 

17.  Heneededto stay in bed because he has a bad cold  

        A    B           C                                    D 

18. Youmustwash the vegetable careful  

          A   B      C                                D 

19.  Whatdo you eat last night ? 

           A    B        C            D 

20. When he was young , he drinksa lot of milk  

          A         B                         C         D 

 

6. 

 

7. 

 

8. 

 

9. 

 

10. 

 

11. 

 

12. 

 

13.  

 

14.  

 

15.  

 

16.  

 

17.  

 

18.  

 

19.  

 

20.  

 

 

 

IV . READING  

A. CHOOSE THE WORD (A,B,C OR D) THAT THE BEST FITS THE BLANK SPACE 

IN THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE: 

Passage 1:. 
Do you want to be fitter and healthier? Would you like to look younger? Do you want to feel .. 

(1) relaxed Then try a few days at a health farm. Health farms are becoming…… .(2) of the most 

popular …… .(3) a short break. I went to Henley Manor for a weekend. It‟s ..……(4) largest 

health farm in the country………( 5) it isn‟t the most expensive. After two days of exercise I 

..……(6) ten times better. But the best thing for me was the food. It was all very healthy, of 

course, but it was excellent, too 

1    A. most      B.more C. much D. many 1…… 

2.  A.   one B. once C.a D. ___ 2. …… 

      3.    A.   to B. in C.  for D. on 3. …… 

      4.    A.   a B. an C. this D. the  4. …… 

      5.    A.  but B. because C. or D. and 5. ……. 

      6.    A.   felt B. feel C. am feeling D. fell 6. ……. 
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Passage 2:. 
You have a headache and you sneeze and cough. Your nose is all stuffed up, and it keeps 

running, so you have to blow it every few minutes. You know by these ______(1) that you have a 

cold, and you feel completely ______(2). You are not sure if you will live through the day.  

Everyone suffers ______ (3) the common cold at some time or other. It isn‟t a serious______(4), 

but over a billion dollars a year is spent on different kinds of cold medicine every year. This 

medicine can relieve the symptoms. That is, it can make you cough ______(5), make your head 

less intense, and stop your nose ______(6) for a while. However, it can cure your cold. So far, 

there is no cure for the common cold and no medicine to prevent it.  

 

1     A. diseases      B.   fevers C. cures D. symptoms 1. ….. 

2.  A.   sad B. hungry C. miserable D. thirsty 2. …… 

      3.    A.   from B.  of C.  with D. about 3. ….. 

      4.    A.    misery B.  illness C. headache D. wrong 4. …… 

      5.    A. less B. fewer C.  much D. more 5. ….. 

      6.    A. walking B. jogging C. running D. flowing 6. …… 

 

B .READ THE PASSAGE THEN WRITE TRUE (T)OR FALSE (F)FOR EACH OF 

SENTENCE BELOW:  

1.New research says eating an apple every day can protect your body from a heart attack. The 

research is from Oxford University in England. The researchers said if people in England over 

50 years old ate a daily apple, 8,500 fewer people would die each year from heart attacks and 

strokes. They added that if all adults ate more fruit and vegetables every day, there would be 

11,000 fewer deaths in England. Lead researcher Dr Adam Briggs explained how healthier 

eating can have big effects on our health. He said: "It just shows how effective small changes 

in diet can be, and that both drugs and healthier living can make a real difference inpreventing 

heart disease and stroke." 

Answers 

1 Researchers from a French university found new things about apples.  

2. Thousands of over-50-year-olds would not die early if they ate apples.  

3. 11,000 fewer adults in England would die if they ate healthier food.  

4. A doctor said only big changes in diet can make a difference to health.  
 

1……. 

2. ….. 

3. ….. 

4. ….. 

 

2. A newly-released study reveals that walking fast in your old age is a sign you will live a long 

life. The report in the Journal of the American Medical Association analyzed data from nine 

studies that involved 34,485 senior citizens. Participants in the research were regularly tested 

over a period of 21 years. The researchers looked at the relationship between walking speed in 

the over-65s and expected longevity. They concluded that the faster an older person can walk, the 

longer they can expect to live. Lead researcher Dr. Stephanie Studenski said: "It‟s a real part of 

the human experience to see that when someone slows down with age, they may not be doing as 

well as they once were." 

Answers 

1. The article says young people who walk fast live longer. 

2 Over 34,000 over-65s took part in the study reported in the article. 

3 People who walk fast can expect to live 21 years longer. 

4The text says people who walk more slowly as they age are healthier. 

1…… 

2. ….. 

3. 

…… 

4.….. 
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Many people catch a cold in the springtime and/ or fall. It makes us wonder... if scientists can send 

a man to the moon, why can't they find a cure for the common cold. The answer is easy. There are 

literally hundreds of kinds cold viruses out there. You never know which one you will get, so there 

isn't a cure for each one. 

When a virus attacks your body, your body works hard to get rid of it. Blood rushes to your nose 

and brings congestion with it. You feel terrible because you can't breathe well, but your body is 

actually "eating" the virus. Your temperature rises and you get a fever, but the heat of your body is 

killing the virus. You also have a runny nose to stop the virus from getting to your cells. You may 

feel miserable, but actually your wonderful body is doing everything it can to kill the cold. 

Different people have different remedies for colds. In the United States and some other countries, 

for example, people might eat chicken soup to feel better. Some people take hot baths and drink 

warm liquids. Other people take medicines to stop the fever, congestion, and runny nose. 

 

 

Answers 

1. There is a cure for the common cold 

2. There are 22 different cold viruses in the world. 

3. Heat in your body kills viruses. 

4.  Congestion means your head feels hot. 

1…… 

2. ….. 

3. …… 

4.  ….. 

 

V. WRITING 

A. USE THE CORRECT VERB FORMS – VERB TENSES:                                                                                             

Answers: 

1. She ought (clean)………. …………….. her room this evening. 

2. Minh (not want) ………. …………….. ……to stay up late 

3. My children should do the exercise before (watch)……….TV together. 

4. ……. …the students (wear)............. white shirts when they go to school? 

5. Don't (eat)………. …………….. ……too much candy. 

6. Calm down! your teeth (be)………. …………….. …… better soon. 

7. The disease (spread)………. …………….. …… fast now. 

8. Why (be)................................. you absent from school yesterday? 

9. You  must (stay)........................ in bed because you have a bad cold. 

10. My mother usually advices us (take)............. morning exercise. 

11.She (have)....................... a slight headache, but it wasn't serious. 

12. The children stopped (play)........... outside at recess because the weather 

was awful 

13. Nobody knows how (cure).................................................. a cold. 

14. I (eat)............. soup yesterday evening because I was sick. 

15. You should (go)................................................ to bed before 10 p.m. 

16. Put up your umbrella. It (rain)........................................... 

17.Would you like (have) ................................................... a cup of tea 

18. At the moment, Hoa (sit)......................... in Dr. Khoa's surgery. 

19.Don't forget ( turn)………. …………….. ……off the lights. 

20.Dr.Lai (check)………. …………….. Minh's teeth at the moment 

1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7.  

8.  

9. 

10.  

11. 

12.  

13.  

14. 

15. 

16. 

17.  

18. 

19.  

20. 

   

B.REWRITE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES WITHOUT CHANGING THE 

MEANING: 
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1.Remember to clockthe door before going out. 

2.You should wash  your hands before meals. 

3.Would you like to go out for dinner tonight? 

4.Don' tforget to have a medical check-up every six 

months. 

5.What was her weight last year? 

6.My father gave up drinking wine two years ago. 

7.Smoking cigarettes is harmful. 

8.What is depth of the swimming- pool? 

9.What about listening to some music ? 

10. You should wash your hands before meals  

11.Hoa oughtn‟t to stay up lake  

12.Lan received an email from her mother last week . 

13.Let‟s go out for dinner tonight !  

14. How heavy is he? 

15. What was wrong with him? 

 

16. She does aerobics in two hours. 

17.My friend prefers doing aerobics to swimming 

18.He is a careless taxi driver 

19.It is not easy to learn English well. 

20.Nam goes to school by bike 

1.Don'  

2.You ought 

3.Let’s 

4.Remember 

 

5.How 

6.My father stopped 

7.It's 

8.How 

9. Why don’t 

10. You 

11. Hoa 

12. Her mother 

13.Would you like 

14.What 

15.What 

16. It takes 

17. My friend likes 

18. He drives 

19.Learning 

20.Nam 

 

 

UNIT 12 

I/ PRONUNCIATION 

1. affect  2. amount  3. balanced  4. cucumber 

5. durian  6. energy  7. chopstick  8. lifestyle 

9. moderate  10. moderation 11. selection  12. spinach 

13. papaya  14. durian  15. display  16. sensible 

17. dairy  18. variety  19. cereal  20. enjoy 

II/ MULTIPLE CHOICE: 

1. I don‟t like beef. “...............‟ 

A. So do I B. So am I C. I do, too D. Neither do I 

2. These medicines can make you...............better. 

A. feel B. to feel C. feeling D. to feeling 

3. They only eat ...............and delicious food. 

A. healthy B. heathful C. healthily D. A & B 

4. Could you ...............the table for lunch? 

A. put B. set C. Take D. use 

5. We can eat a large amount ............... fresh fruit and vegetables. 

A. of B. for C. to D. on 

6. He ate breakfast 7 hours ago. He ...............be hungry. 

A. had to B. ought to C. must D. need to 

7. She told me not ............... unhealthy food 

A. eating B. eats C. eat D. to eat 

8. I used her computer without her ............... 

A. knowing B. knows C. to know D. know 

9. I always try to have a healthy, balanced ............... 
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A. food B. diet C. exercise D. product 

10. Good health is one of ...............in a person‟s life. 

A. the best thing B. the best things C. best thing D. best things 

11. Sugar adds taste ..............the food we eat. 

A. for B. with C. to D. in 

12. I was late for school yesterday and ............... 

A. so they were B. so are they C. so were they D. they were 

13. She spent the ............... afternoon doing her homework. 

A. all B. most C. whole D. every  

14. A balanced diet means you eat a variety of food without............... too much anything 

A. to eat B. eat C. ate D. eating 

15. Moderation in eating is the key ............... a healthy lifestyle. 

A. for B. of C. toward D. to 

16. Would you like some orange juice? ............... 

A. OK, I‟ll have some  B. All right   

C. Yes, please  D. Yes, I would 

17. He tried to stop ............... but he can‟t. 

A. smoke B. not to smoke C. smoking D. not smoking 

18. These bananas are green. They are ............... 

A. ripe B. good C. not ripe D. not small 

19. We need some peas. Let‟s go to the ............... stall. 

A. fruit B. meat C. grocer D. vegetables 

20. Meat and dairy products are ...............foods. 

A. body-build B. body-building C. build- body D. building-body 

III/ READ 

A/ Read the passage carefully then choose True or False. 

1/ We know that the food we eat affects our whole life. Ex: there is sugar in many kinds of food. 

It adds taste to food. Sugar is not an unhealthy food. We need sugar to live, it gives you energy 

and you feel less hungry. But we must remember to eat sensibly, we should have a balanced diet. 

What does a balanced diet‟ mean? It means you eat a variety of foods without eating too much of 

anything. This will help you stay fit and healthy. 

1/ Sugar is in every kinds of food.      ……… 

2/ We need sugar to have more energy.     ……… 

3/ A balanced diet means eating too much of anything.   ……… 

4/ You should have a balanced diet to stay fit and healthy.   ……… 

 

2/ We all want to be healthy but many of us don‟t know how to keep fit. We just do anything we 

like without knowing that something we do may be harmful to our health. Here is some advice 

for you: 

Get up early every morning and don‟t stay up late. And remember to do morning exercises. 

Eating candy too much is not good for your teeth, so remember to keep away from candy and 

brush your teeth at least twice a day. You shouldn‟t lie and watch TV all day because you can be 

fatter. And remember to wash your hands before meals. 

1/ Many of us don‟t know how to keep fit.     ……… 

2/ We don‟t know that something we do may harm our health.  ……… 

3/ We should eat many candy and brush our teeth.    ……… 

4/ Watching TV all day can make you lazy.     ……… 
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3/ Yesterday, Hoa and her aunt went to the market. First, they went to the meat stall. There was a 

good selection of meat on the stall: chicken, pork and beef. They chose some beef. Next, they 

went to a vegetables stall. There was a wide selection of vegetables on display. Hoa suggested 

buying some peas and carrots. However, her aunt didn‟t like neither of them. They selected 

spinach and cucumbers. Finally, Hoa and her aunt stopped at a fruit stall. They bought some 

oranges. 

1/ Hoa and her aunt first went to vegetables stall.    ……… 

2/ They bought some peas and carrots.     ……… 

3/ There were many  kinds of vegetables at the stall.    ……… 

4/ They stopped at the fruit stall to buy some oranges.   ……… 

 

4/ Ba went to the doctor because he was sick. He had an awful stomachache. The doctor asked Ba 

some questions. Ba said he ate some spinach last night. The doctor said he must wash the spinach 

carefully. Vegetables can be dirty. The dirt can make people sick. She gave Ba some medicine to 

make him feel better. 

1/ Ba went to the doctor because he had an awful toothache.  ……… 

2/ The spinach might cause Ba‟s sickness.     ……… 

3/ The dirt from vegetables can make people sick.    ……… 

4/ The doctor only gave Ba some advice to feel better.   ……… 

 

5/ We should eat a moderate amount of fatty food and sugar. Some body-building food like meat 

and dairy products are good to develop your body and muscles. Cereals, fruits and vegetables are 

protective food that you should add in your daily meals. Moderation is very important. Eat the 

food you enjoy, but don‟t have too much. This will help you stay fit and healthy. Don‟t forget 

about exercise either! We all need exercise. Follow these guidelines and enjoy the food you eat – 

that is the key to a healthy lifestyle. 

1/ We should eat fatty food and sugar sensibly.    ……… 

2/ Meat and dairy products help your body grow.    ……… 

3/ Don‟t eat too much of anything to stay fit and healthy.   ……… 

4/ These guidelines help you enjoy the food you eat.    ……… 

B/ Read the text and choose the best answer 

1. Johnny likes eating sugar and sweet things. He often has ice cream and chocolate cake 

(1)____________________ meals, but he only brushes his teeth once a day. He doesn‟t like going to the 

dentist. Yesterday, Nam had to see the dentist because he had a (2) ___________________ toothache. The 

dentist (3) ___________________ a cavity in his tooth and gave (4) ___________________ some medicine. 

He also asked Johnny many questions about his eating habit. The dentist told him not (5) 

___________________ too much sugar and he should brush his teeth (6) ___________________. 

1. A. before B. for C. after D. at 

2. A. terrible B. clean C. healthy D. dirty 

3. A. brushed B. filled C. added D. checked 

4. A. it B. he C. Johnny D. him 

5. A. to eat B. eating C. eats  D. to eating 

6. A. careful B. sensible C. regularly D. quickly 

 

2. We should have a balanced (1) ___________________. We should eat a moderate (2) 

___________________ of fatty food and sugar, some body- building foods like meat and diary products, 

plenty of cereals, fruit and vegetables.  

What does a balanced diet mean? It means you eat a variety of foods without (3) ___________________ too 

much of anything. (4) ___________________ is very important. Eat the food you enjoy, but don‟t have too 
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much of anything. This will help you (5) ___________________fit and healthy. Don‟t forget about exercise 

(6) ___________________! We all need exercise. 

 

1. A. food B. lifestyle C. diet D. life 

2. A. amount B. variety C. selection D. display 

3. A. eat B. to eat C. eating D. to eating 

4. A. moderating B. Moderation C. Moderate D. Moderated 

5. A. stay B. to stay C. staying D. A&B 

6. A. also B. neither C. either D. too 

 

3. It is very (1) ______ to have healthy teeth. Good teeth help us chew our food and look (2) 

_______.  How can we keep our teeth (3) ________? First, we should visit our dentist twice a 

year. Second, we should brush our teeth regularly (4) _______ a toothbrush and toothpaste. 

Third, we should eat (5) _______ that is good for our teeth and our body: milk, cheese, fish, 

bread, potatoes, rice, raw vegetables and fresh fruit. But chocolate, sweets, biscuits, and cakes are 

(6) ________, especially when we eat them between meals. 

1. A. important B. interesting  C. unhappy  D. boring 

2.  A. well B. good C. nice D. tired 

3.  A. bad B. dirty C. cold D. healthy 

4.  A. with B. in C. on D. for 

5.  A. foot B. food C. flood D. feet 

6.  A. good B. happy C. bad D. well 

 

4. Teeth are important for chewing food and talking. Without teeth, we should be able to eat only 

soft food. It would also be hard for us (1) ……………...without teeth. Therefore, we should look 

after our teeth. The food that we eat can affect our teeth. Too (2) ……………..  . sugar can make 

acid. The acid begins to eat away the teeth. Cavities in the teeth are holes made by acid. Children 

love cola drinks. One can of cola (3) ……………..  ten teaspoons of sugar. We should avoid this 

kind of food with lots of sugar. Another way we can look after our teeth is by (4) …………….. 

them. The teeth should be brushed at least twice a day. Also, we must give (5) ……..   teeth 

special treatment by visiting the dentist . The dentist can look after cavities (6) ………..our teeth.  

1. A. speaking B. speak C. to speak D. spoke 

2. A. much B. many C. lots of D. plenty 

3. A. have B. has C. is having D. had 

4. A. seeing B. washing C. showering D. cleaning 

5. A. our B. their C. my D. her 

6. A. in B. to C. at D. of 

 

5. You have problems with you (1) ___________________? You think that you are too short? 

You easily feel tired? How to solve these problems? Very simple, just play sports. 

 Walking is the simplest sport for you. You may think that it‟s so boring, but you can enjoy walking (2) 

___________________talking with friends. Just walk to school every day, you‟ll discover that your health 

is better day by day. If you don‟t have much time, you can ride your bike (3) ___________________ school. 

Riding a bicycle is also good exercise. If you want to be taller, why don‟t you try swimming? But remember 

to be careful (4) ___________________deep swimming pools can be very (5) ___________________. 

Basketball and volleyball can also help you improve your height. 

You don‟t need to be skillful at these sports, just play them to get a (6) ___________________ life. 

1. A. weigh B. weighed C. weight D. weighs 

2. A. and B. but C. than D. from 
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3. A. during B. to C. on D. at 

4. A. because of B. because C. when D. why 

5. A. danger B. dangerously C. dangerousness D. dangerous 

6. A. health B. unhealthy C. healthy D. Healthily 

 

IV/Identify the one underlined word or phrase that is incorrect 
1. Nam is not a good student. He is alwaysforget his homework. 

a bc                   d 

2. A tourist is going to ask you abouthelp. 

a     b            c       d 

3. I‟m boring. There aren‟t good programson TV tonight. 

           a                     b                   c         d 

4. She always washes and irons her clothescareful. 

           a                            b               c           d 

5. You ought wash your hand carefullybeforemeals. 

           a                                     b           c          d 

6. The dentistis going to take off the decaying tooth. 

        a                b                  c                           d 

7. There ismany furniture made of wood in the sitting room. 

      a         b                         c                  d 

8. My Mom and Dad both like vegetables a lot but I didn‟t. 

                       a             b                               c              d 

9. She added a little salt to the spinach so it tasted well. 

               a                       b                      c                  d 

10. The doctoradvised me to eatfewer sugar. 

              a             b                c        d 

11. They will return to England in the fifth of April  

a b                 c          d 

12. Jane got a package from her parents yesterday.It was a present birthday. 

a                      b                                            c                   d 

13. It‟s very kind from you to invite me to the party. 

a                     b               c               d 

14. The baby issmiling. How a lovely smile! 

a      b           c         d 

15. After each lesson we often have a ten minutesrest. 

                  A                               B               C          D 

16. Million of foreign visitors come to Viet Nam every year. 

           A              B                     C                                D 

17. Would you like going to the movies with us tonight. 

          A                       B               C                 D 

18. My sister likes badminton but she doesn‟t play it very good. 

                         A                      B             C                        D 

19. My father alwayshas a lot of houseworksto do 

                        A       B                      C             D 

20. There is a ten-floorsbuilding in front of my house 

                A         B            C                D 

V/ Supply the correct verb or tense. 

1. ___________ you__________ my telephone message yesterday?( receive) 

- Yes. I ___________ it when I ______________back from school last night.( get/ come) 
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2. Don‟t  worry about your exam. I‟m sure you __________( Pass) 

3. Jane __________tea very often.( not/ drink) 

4. Her father___________ smoking last month( stop) 

5. I __________ the piano(play), but I____________ very well( not/ play) 

6. Nga is hungry now because she___________ (not eat) enough this morning. 

She only____________(eat) a small piece of bread. 

7. My father ___________ in Hanoi three weeks ago.(be) 

8. Nam______________(clean) and____________(tidy) his room yesterday afternoon. 

9. We ______________ an English test tomorrow.( have) 

10. My sister _____________ a dress now.( make) 

11. He ____________ to the English club every Sunday (go). But last Sunday he_________ 

there(not go) , he ___________ to the City‟s Museum.( go) 

12.  At the moment we (sit).........................in a cafe we (wait ).................... 

for the museum to open, so I (write).....................some post cards. 

13. We can‟t go out now because it (rain )  ……………………  . 

14.  They (meet) .......................their teacher at the moment 

15.  We (visit ) ………………….the museum at the moment. We (visit ) …………..it once a 

year 

16.  Hai ( not write ) ………………..  to her parents last week. She ( phone )  …..……. them. 

17. Duy( not visit)… ………the museum with his class last Sunday because he  (catch ) …….  a 

cold. 

18.  How much ……………..it ( cost )  …………….to mail a letter to England ? 

19.  Take these pills and you ( feel )   ………………..  better then, Ha . 

20. Ba learns how …………………….the guitar . ( play ) 

 

VI/ REWRITE THE SENTENCES WITHOUT CHANGING THE MEANING 

1. Minh likes playing soccer. 

 Minh is  ____________________________________________________________________  

2. Let‟s go to the circus. 

 How about  _________________________________________________________________  

3. Why don‟t we go to the movies this weekend? 

 What about  _______________________________________________________________ ? 

4. How deep was this well last year? 

 What  ____________________________________________________________________  ? 

5. You should watch your hand carefully before meals. 

 You ought  ______________________________________________________________       . 

6. You should not spend much time on video games. 

 You ought  _______________________________________________________________     . 

7. Mary is interested in reading books and her brothers are, too. 

 Mary  __________________________________________________________________      . 

8. She doesn‟t like papaya and he doesn‟t, either 

 She  _____________________________________________________________________    . 

9. Hoa and her uncle ate bread and beef for breakfast. 

Hoa ate bread and  ____________________________________________________                 . 

10. We can play volleyball. They can play volleyball. 

 We can play volleyball and  ______________________________________                            . 

11. They mustn‟t stay up late. You mustn‟t stay up late. 

 You mustn‟t stay up late and  _____________________________________                            . 
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12. He didn‟t meet her last night. I didn‟t meet her last night 

 I  ___________________________________________________________________             . 

13. I hate durians and my younger sister does, too. 

 My younger sister doesn‟t  ______________________________                                              . 

14. She doesn‟t like eating candy and neither do we. 

 We  __________________________________________________________________          . 

15. Mai fogot to do her homework, and I did, too. 

 Mai didn‟t  ________________________________________________________                  . 

16. Hoa and her aunt don‟t like durians. 

Hoa hates durians and her aunt  _________________________________________________  

17. Watching cartoon is more interesting than reading comics. 

 Reading comics  ________________________________________________                           . 

18. How beautiful the garden is! 

 What  _____________________________________________________________________ ! 

19. No one is smaller than Nam in our class. 

 Nam  _________________________________________________________________          . 

20. I have a brother who is ten years old. 

 I have  _______________________________________________________________            . 

 

UNIT 13 

I/ PRONUNCIATION 

Put the stressed syllable on these words 

1/ allow athletic carelessly  championship 

2/ competition cyclist diver explore 

3/ improve lifeguard paddle roller- blading 

4/ roller- skating scuba-diving skateboarding skillful 

 

II/ MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1. _____________do you like? 

A. What of kind programs  B. What kinds of programs 

C. Which of kinds programs  D. What programs of kinds 

2. Mr Pike likes ___________ time with his friends on the weekend. 

A. to spend        B. spending  C. spends D. spent 

3. She volunteers __________ all of us to the museum . 

A. take   B. taking   C. to take  D. took 

4. We can learn more about the undersea world thanks ________this invention.  

A. on   B. for   C. to   D. of 

5. The number of participants ________every week.  

A. increase       B. increases  C. is increasing  D. increased 

6. ________is a person who swims underwater using special equipment.  

A. Diver         B. Scientist  C. Cyclist  D. Driver 

7. Tom said that he could wait ________my friends.  

A. for   B. of   C. to   D. in 

8. They  plan  ___________ to  his countryside at about 6 o‟clock today.  

A. arrive        B. to arrive  C. arrives  D. arriving 

9. We ought to finish his homework before we plays tennis.  

A. must          B. can   C. will   D. Should 
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10. Does Minh  like to take part in our club ?  

A. play B. go   C. join   D. enter 

11. Nhi and Nam have to finish this exercise this evening.  

A. must            B. can   C. should  D. will 

12. They take a walk instead of ________bicycles trips.  

A. take  B. to take  C. taking  D. A&B 

13. He is learning ________in this river.  

A. swim            B. to swim  C. swimming  D. A&C 

14. ________is a person who rides a bicycle.  

A. Scientist     B. Cyclist  C. Member  D. Typist 

15. His uncle is a ________football player.  

A. skill B. skillful  C. skillfully  D. B & C 

16. My Grandpa often cycles slowly and ________.  

A. safe  B. safety   C. safely  D. unsafe 

17. Would you like to drink orange juice, Mary ?- ________________ 

A. I‟d love to   B. Yes, I do  C. No, I don‟t  D. I wouldn‟t 

18. ________ to meet us at  Aeon supermarket , John ?  

A. Would you like    B. Can you like  C. Do you like  D. Should you like 

19. Come and ________badminton with me, Nam!  

A. do   B. take   C. play   D. make 

20. There are different sports activities at my school but I only take part ________jogging.  

A. on   B. at   C. in   D. to 

 

III/ERROR CORECTION 

1. There weretoo much people in front of the theater. 

      A        B               C              D     _____________ 

2. There is only a few milk in the refrigerator. 

A                B            C             D     _____________ 

3. We won‟t attendthe meeting tomorrow and sowill he. 

                    A                 B                                 C   D   _____________ 

4. He drovecareless and he hadan accident. 

             A        B   C  D      _______________ 

5. Surprising, many teenagerssaid they liked table tennis. 

         A                           B         C             D     _______________ 

6. She cyclessafely. She is a safe cycler.  

               A       B              C             D     ________________ 

7. I alwaysfeelnervouslybefore examination. 

           A      B           C        D      _______________ 

8. We take part ondifferent activities atour school. 

                A               B                       C  D     _______________ 

9. Last year there is a district walking competition for school children. 

      A                    B                    C                            D   _______________ 

10. Thanks for the diving vessel, he could explorethe oceansof the world. 

A                                             B                C          D   _______________ 

11. Thefootball match was very excitingly. I enjoyed it. 

       A             B                                 C                D    _______________ 

12. Walking is a fun, easy andinexpensively activity. 

          A           B                  C           D     _______________ 
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13. -Would you liketo play table tennis, Ha? -I‟d like to, but I can.  

                 A                B                                       C                     D  _______________ 

14. We shouldn‟t to run or walk carelesslyaround the pool edge. 

A                         B           C                       D  _______________ 

15. Jacques Cousteau was the inventionof thediving vessel. 

                                    A                B          C        D    _______________ 

16. They take a walkinstead forridingtheir bicycles. 

                           A             B          C       D     _____________ 

17. Mai couldspeaking English when she was six. 

                 A         B                       C            D    _____________ 

18. My sister can cook very well. She is an excellent cooker. 

                           A                 B                C                    D   ______________ 

19. Minh won the first prizebecause he ran fastly. 

                  A              B             C                    D    ______________ 

 

20. Children ought to not stay up late. They should go to bedearly. 

A               B                               C          D  ______________ 

 

IV/ READING 

A. Read the passage and choose the word A, B , C or D 

Exercise 1 : 

Scientists say life started in the ocean. However, humans aren‟t natural swimmers. We can 

(1)______ as babies, but we forget and then we must (2)______ to swim again.  

We must not (3)______ that our world is mainly water. So we should all learn to swim. We 

ought to try to stay away from water, but it is very difficult. The time always comes when we 

need (4)______ water.  

We (5)______ learn to swim when are young. It is (6)__________ to learn then. Our 

parents can help. They can give us the opportunity to learn to swim.  

1 A. swimming B. swim C. swam      D. swimmer 

2 A. learn B. to learn C. learning      D. learnt 

3 A. forgot B. forgetting C. forget D. to forget 

4 A. cross B. crossing C. to cross D. crossed 

5 A. should B. ought not C. mustn‟t                 D. shouldn‟t 

6 A easy B  difficult C. easier D. more difficult 

Exercise 2: 

Nowadays, football (1) ________ one of the world‟s most popular games. Millions (2) 

___________ people play and watch it all around the world. 

       A football match often has two parts. Each part is forty-five minutes. (3) ______ first part is 

the first half (4) ______ the second part is the second half. There is a (5) ________ break 

between the two halves.  

       There are two teams in a football match. Each football team has eleven players, including a 

goal-keeper. The players on the ground try to kick the ball into the other‟s goal. The (6) _______ 

which scores more goals wins the match. 

1. A. become B. becomes C. becoming  D. became 

2. A. in B. at C. for   D. of 

3. A. A  B. An C. The  D. Ø 

4. A. and B. but C. so   D. because 

5. A. fifteen minute B. fifteen minutes C. fifteen-minute D. fifteen-minutes 

6. A. team B. teams C. player  D. players 
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Exercise 3: 

At my school there are different sports activities but I only take part 1)_______ one club 

called "Walking For Fun" or WFF. Last year there was a district 2)___________competition for 

school children and my school team won the first prize. 3)___________ was so happy and 

wished to keep this activity, therefore, we organized this club. The number of participants 

4)_____________ every week. The regular activity is a 5 km walk to the beach 5)___________ 

Sunday morning. Another activity is a walk-to-school day (or WTS day). Members living near 

school volunteer 6)___________ a walk instead of taking motorbike or bicycle trips every 

Wednesday. Walking is a fun, easy and inexpensive activity, all people of all ages and abilities 

can enjoy it.  

 

1. A. in B. at C. on D. Ø 

2. A. walked B. walks C. walking D. walk 

3. A. Nobody B. Anybody C. Somebody D. Everybody 

4. A. increase B. increases C. increasing D. increased 

5. A. on B. at C. in D. for 

6. A. taking B. take C. took D. to take 

2. Read the passage carefully and write True or False for each of the sentences below   

a/ Walking is a safe and simple exercise that can help keep you healthy. To start walking all you 

need is a comfortable pair of shoes and sensible clothing. It would be best to begin walking 

slowly for 10 to 30 minutes once a week. You can then increase your walking to 5 to 10 minutes 

every day of the week. It is important that you continue walking for at least 3 hours each week. 

Walking can help you stay fit and healthy and it can also keep you happy and sociable.  

1. It isn‟t safe and simple to walk.                              1. __________ 

2. You need a comfortable pair of shoes and sensible clothing to start walking. 2. __________ 

3. You should start walking slowly for 10 to 30 minutes once a week. 3. __________ 

4. Walking can not help you stay fit and healthy. 4. __________ 

b/ Today, badminton becomes a very popular sports activity. It spreads quickly from the city to the 

countryside. People need only a pair of rackets, a shuttlecock, a net and a small piece of land to play the 

game. Two or four players hit the shuttlecock over the net with their rackets. People can play badminton 

in their free time or in a competition. Now there are many badminton competitions and even a World 

Cup. One of the strongest countries in badminton is Indonesia.  

1. People need a ball to play badminton.                                                        1. 

__________ 

2. Badminton is a popular sports activity now.                                              2. 

__________ 

3. Indonesia is a strong country in badminton.                                              3. 

__________ 

4. People can‟t play badminton in their free time.                                         4. 

__________ 

 

 

III/WRITE: 

1/ Tenses  and verb forms : 

1/ You ought _____ _________  to bed early every day. ( go ) 

2/ Lan can‟t ____ __________ car because she is under 18 years old. ( drive ) 

3/ Children have to _____ _________  thier hands before meals. ( clean ) 

4/ You mustn‟t _____ _________ noise in classroom. ( make ) 

5/ Yesterday, Mai ______ ________ tennis with her friends. ( play ) 
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6/ Her Mom _____ __________  Minh and Long to Aeon supermarket last night. ( take ) 

7/ ___ ________ Linda ______ ____  your birthday party yesterday evening? ( join ) 

8/ They _ _________ their homework at the moment .( complete ) 

9/ You shouldn‟t ____ ___________ too much in class. ( talk ) 

10/ They ought _____ ____ in the river because it is very dangerous. ( not swim ) 

11/ Would you like ____ __________ my Ipad, Hoa ?( use ) 

12/ People shouldn‟t _______ __ up late every day because it‟s not good for your health. ( stay ) 

13/ Nhi couldn‟t ___ __________ her old friends  this afternoon .(  meet ) 

14/ Where ___ ________ your cousin _____ ______ last Sunday? ( visit ) 

15/ __ _________ he ______ ______ to school yesterday ?( walk ) 

16/ His uncle ______ ________ very tierd and hungry last night .( be )  

17/ ___ _________ they your classmate last year ?( be ) 

18/ What ____ _______ her Mom ____ ______ at the supermarket 3 days ago ?( buy ) 

19/ They ___ _________ those Christmas cards last week. ( send ) 

20/ Yesterday, my brother ____ ________ the first prize for his soccer team. ( win ) 

 

2/ REWRITE : 

1/ He is a careful taxi driver. 

He drives _______________________________________________________ ______________ 

2/ My sister is a very good student. 

My sister studies  _______________________________________________________________  

3/ They are very good soccer players. 

They play  ____________________________________________________________________  

4/ He swims very  skillfully. 

He is  ________________________________________________________________________  

5/ His cousin runs very fast. 

His cousin is  __________________________________________________________________  

6/ Mr Pike plays tennis very well. 

Mr Pike is  ____________________________________________________________________  

7/ These boys dance very beautifully. 

These boys is  _________________________________________________________________  

8/ Nam likes watching cartoons.  

Nam is interested _______________________________________________________________  

9/ My brother doesn‟t like swimming in the sea. 

My brother isn‟t  _______________________________________________________________  

10/ You shouldn‟t stay up late , it‟s not good for you heath. 

You ought  ____________________________________________________________________  

11/ Linh ought not to play games every day. 

Linh should ___________________________________________________________________  

12/ Students must go to school on time. 

Students have __________________________________________________________________  

13/ Why don‟t you collect stamps , John ? 

Would you like ________________________________________________________________  

14/ Would you like to drink CC lemon ? 

Let‟s  _______________________________________________________________________ ? 

15/ Let‟s meet at Nguyen Hong Dao cinema ? 

Would you like ________________________________________________________________  

16/ He likes badminton best. 

Badminton ____________________________________________________________________  
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17/ Mr Pike is interested in  table tennis best. 

Table tennis  __________________________________________________________________  

18/ They are very hard worker. 

They work  ___________________________________________________________________  

19/ Come and play volleyball with us, Minh ! 

Let‟s  ________________________________________________________________________  

20/ Soccer is his favorite sport. 

He likes  ______________________________________________________________________  

 

 

UNIT 14 

I. Put an accent mark () over the stress syllable. 

adventure cartoon contestant import (n) satellite 

contest character cricket mixture detective 

gather perform series viewer  

 

II. Circle the most suitable word or phrase to fill in each blank. 

1. “Would you like to go to the movies this weekend?” – “_________” 

A. Yes, please. 

B. It‟s nice of you to say so. 

C. That sounds good. 

D. I hope so. 

 

2. There is a cowboy movie _________ at the New Age Theater.  

A. in B. on C. at D. off 

3. Sherlock Holmes is my favorite _________ movie.  

A. horror B. romantic C. detective D. comedy 

4. I can‟t answer the phone because I‟m busy _________ my homework.  

A. do B. doing C. to do D. to be doing 

5. Thirty years ago, their neighbors _________ both inside and outside their houses to   

watch TV. 

A. gathered B. mixed C. imported D. performed 

6. We had great time last night and no one went home _________ the party finished.  

A. as soon as B. so long as C. until D. during 

7. I hear all things that interest me _________ free _________ radio.  

A. for – at B. off – at C. off – on D. for – on  

8. There are plenty _________ music programs on TV.  

A. in B. with C. of D. out 

9. Pop is the short _________ of „popular music‟.  

A. way B. method C. view D. form 

10. Pop music is for a _________ audience. Most people like listening to it.  

A. wide B. broad C. large D. huge 

11. Bands and singers usually perform their _________ songs on TV.  

A. late B. later C. latest D. latter 

12. _________are foreign series such as Sherlock Holmes.  

A. Exports B. Contests C. Pop music D. Imports 

13. In some contests, TV _________ can join in and answer questions through   

telephone.  

A. viewers B. spectators C. cyclist D. characters 

14. With satellite and cable TV, it‟s _________ to choose from a wide variety of  

programs.  

A. possible B. difficult C. different D. impossible 
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15. Most teenagers _________ the world watch TV.  

A. above B. over C. around D. against 

16. The competition attracted thousands of _________ of all ages.  

A. crickets B. cartoons C. contestants D. series 

17. She had some exciting _________ in Egypt where she participated in dangerous sports. 

A. performances B. adventures C. owners D. satellites 

18. My grandmother likes watching weather _________ at 7 o‟clock.  

A. film B. series C. forecast D. contest 

19. I want to _________ part in a contest on TV.  

A. get B. make C. do D. take 

20. The play “Easy Life” is performed every night except _________ Monday.  

A. from B. with C. for D. on 

 

III. Identify the underlined part that needs correcting. 

1. Are you freeon Saturday afternoon? What going to the cinema?  

A   B                                   C                    D 

2. There area lot of movies in at differenttheaters tonight.  

A     B                   C            D 

3. With satellite and cable TV, TV viewers can see a variation of programs.  

      A                                             B             C          D 

4. Some years ago, people can watch only black and white programson TV.  

       A                               B                                                 C         D 

5. Sorry, I have an appointment at 7.00 on Sunday night. Can you make them  

 A                           B                                                          C            

on Saturday? 

        D 

6. My family likeswatching TV at nightrather than going out.  

 A        B                C            D 

7. Young people preferto take part in sports, instead of watching them.  

   A        B           C                               D 

8. Colors televisionwas importedinto Vietnam over forty years ago.  

              A                      B          C                 D 

9. We congratulated her on her goodperform.  

                   A               B           C       D 

10. My brother enjoysto readadventure stories in his free time.  

 A         B           C                 D 

11. Contests in knowledge are my favorite TV programs.  

A                   B            C                D 

12. TV viewers watch the news to know about what happens every day in their   

A                                                           B                                                 

countryas well as over the world. 

     C          D 

13. To play chess every nightsounds boring to me.  

          A                     B            C               D 

14. I like to watch programs for teenagers inanother countries.  

 A                     B                 C    D 

15. Years ago we didn‟t have a TV seton our place.  

   A               B              C     D 

16. “Would you like to cometo my housefor dinner tonight?” – “Thanks. I‟d hope to.”  
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     A              B         C                                               D 

17. TV stationsin the world show importations because they can buy them cheaply.  

A             B                        C                                                     D 

 

18. Teenagers like to listen to their idols‟ late pop songson TV.  

   A                           B            C    D 

19. Are there any good programs of teenagers on TV tonight?  

       A            B                          C                              D  

20. If you want to know what the weather like tomorrow, watch the weather forecast.  

                        A                           B                             C                   D   

 

IV. WRITING 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answers. 

Today, there is a TV (1) _________ nearly every home. People watch television every day, and 

some people watch it from morning till night. Americans watch television about 35 hours a week. 

But is television good or bad for you? People have (2) _________ answers. Some say that there is 

a lot of violence on TV today, the programs are terrible and people don‟t get any exercise (3) 

_________ they only sit and watch TV. Others think that TV programs bring news from around 

the world, help you learn many useful things, especially children. Thanks (4) _________ 

television, people learn about life in other countries, and it helps people (5) _________ after a 

long day of hard work. 

1. A. way B. set C. box D. jet 1. ______ 

2. A. difficult B. different C. a lot D. plenty 2. ______ 

3. A. so B. although C. because D. but 3. ______ 

4. A. to B. for C. at D. with 4. ______ 

5. A. stress B. review C. practice D. relax 5. ______ 

 

B. Read the passage and decide whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE. 

Television is an important invention of the 20
th

 century. It has been so popular that we can‟t 

imagine what life would be like if there were no television. Television is a major means of 

communication and entertainment. It brings pictures and sound from around the world into 

millions of homes. Through television, viewers can see and learn about people, places and things 

in distant lands. Television widens our knowledge by introducing new ideas which may lead us to 

new hobbies and recreations. In addition to the news, television provides us with a variety of 

programs that can satisfy every taste. Most people now seem to like spending their evenings 

watching television rather than to go out. 

1. Television is an important means of communication. ………………… 

2. Television provides us with a variety of programs. ………………… 

3. Most people don‟t like watching TV in the evening. ………………… 

4. Television can‟t satisfy all our tastes. ………………… 

5. People can learn many things through TV. ………………… 

 

V. WRITING 

A. Supply the correct form or tense of the verbs in brackets 

1. People sit in their own living rooms (watch) _________ TV. 

 

1. …………… 

2. I prefer (take) _________ part in sports to (watch) _________ them on 

TV. 

2. …………… 

3. The match (start) _________ at three o‟clock, so please be here by two. 3. …………… 

4. Be careful with that test tube. It (break) _________. 4. …………… 
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5. The egg is crack. The baby bird (come) _________ out. 5. …………… 

6. Can you hurry up please? The film (start) _________. 6. …………… 

7. “This dictionary costs $50, but the red one is cheaper.” – “OK, I (take) 

_________ the red one.” 

7. …………… 

8. We seem to be completely lost. What (we, do) _________ now? 8. …………… 

9. The new film of Hamlet starring Johnny Depp (come) _________ out 

next week. 

9. …………… 

10. Hold on to the camera. You (drop) _________ it. 10. …………… 

11. Would you like (drink) _________ a cup of coffee? 11. …………… 

12. How about (go) _________ to the movies? 12. …………… 

13. Why don‟t we (play) _________ soccer? 13. …………… 

14. Why not (listen) _________ to the music? 14. …………… 

15. Let‟s (focus) _________ on our task. 15. …………… 

16. People can (join) _________ in game shows on TV by (text) ________. 16. …………… 

17. Thirty years ago in Viet Nam, very few people (have) _________ TV 

sets. 

17. …………… 

18. The older people might (sleep) _________ a little and the children might 

(play) _________ with their friends. 

18. …………… 

19. Today, many neighbors (not spend) _________ much time together any 

more. 

19. …………… 

20. Sorry, I can‟t go now. I‟m busy (cook) _________ dinner. 20. …………… 

 

B. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meaning. 

1. What about listening to some music? 

 Why don‟t  ________________________________________________________________ ? 

2. Why not go to the cinema? 

 Let‟s  ______________________________________________________________________  

3. Would you like to join our sports team? 

 Would you like to take  ______________________________________________________ ? 

4. I like reading books more than playing games. 

 I prefer ____________________________________________________________________  

5. Do you have any free time on Sunday morning? 

 Are you  __________________________________________________________________ ? 

6. TV viewers can join in the contest programs. 

 TV viewers can take  _________________________________________________________  

7. I spent two hours watching that film last night. 

 It took _____________________________________________________________________  

8. I want to hear the news. 

 I would  ____________________________________________________________________  

9. Would you like to come and join the party with us? 

 Do you want ________________________________________________________________  

10. What do you intend to do this evening? 

 What are you  ______________________________________________________________ ? 

11. Let‟s play badminton instead of football. 

 What about  _______________________________________________________________ ? 

12. Mary prefers going out to staying at home all night. 

 Mary likes  _________________________________________________________________  

13. A cowboy movie is on at the Galaxy Cinema. 

 There is  ___________________________________________________________________  
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15. Children really like watching cartoons. 

 Children are  ________________________________________________________________  

16. I find it boring to watch TV in the evening. 

 Watching __________________________________________________________________  

17. You can choose from a wide variety of foods in the supermarket. 

 It‟s  _______________________________________________________________________  

18. Life is more comfortable now, but many neighbors don‟t spend much time together any more. 

 Although  __________________________________________________________________  

19. Hoa‟s aunt and uncle don‟t like watching TV, so they don‟t have a TV. 

Hoa‟s aunt and uncle don‟t have a TV  ____________________________________________  

20. Which film do you want to see? 

 Which film would  __________________________________________________________ ? 

 

UNIT 15 

I. Put an accent mark () over the stress syllable. 

addictive dizzy amusement premises socialize 

awake arcade industry robbery inventor 

protect gently outdoors   

 

II. Circle the most suitable word or phrase to fill in each blank. 

1. I am going to the _________ center.  

A. amuse B. amusing C. amusement D. amused 

2. Video games can be _________. Don‟t spend too much of your time on it.  

A. addict B. addictive C. addiction D. addicted 

3. Nam often _________ an hour a day playing video games.  

A. takes B. has C. spends D. gets 

4. I am going to stay in Ha Noi _________ about three days.  

A. at B. on C. of D. for 

5. _________ of young people play video games.  

A. Million B. A million C. Millions D. One million 

6. Peter doesn‟t play video games at home. He often plays in the local _________.  

A. arcade B. neighborhood C. park D. station 

7. Nam usually plays video games _________ the local arcade.  

A. at B. in C. on D. out 

8. He has plenty of homework _________ tonight.  

A. to do B. do C. doing D. for doing 

9. Children shouldn‟t spend much time on video games because they can become tired or 

_________. 

A. happy B. dizzy C. sad D. fall 

10. They _________ to visit their old friends tomorrow.  

A. will B. are going C. will be  D. are 

11. The doctor thinks all children _________ take part in outdoor activities with their friends. 

A. should B. can C. might D. could 

12. All children should play outdoors and develop their _________ skills.  

A. social B. sociable C. society D. socials 

13. John usually plays soccer with children _________ his own age.   

A. in B. with C. of D. for 

14. You mustn‟t forget _________ the lights when leaving the house.  

A. turn off B. to turn off C. turning off D. to be turned off 
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15. The police can study the video and _________ the robbers.  

A. consider B. educate C. protect D. identify 

16. Hoa _________ the busy city traffic now.  

A. used to B. uses to C. gets used to D. will use to 

17. The students have a _________ break between two periods.  

A. five-minutes B. five minute C. five minutes D. five-minute 

18. She goes to the public library _________.  

A. carefully B. regularly C. suddenly D. fluently 

19. Hoa preferred to socialize _________ her friends.  

A. to B. for C. at D. with 

20. I live near a busy road. Sometimes the noise keeps me _________ at night.  

A. quiet B. free C. awake D. silent 

 

III. Identify the underlined part that needs correcting. 

1. When there is a robbery, the police can studies the video to catchthe robbers.  

                                A                                B                       C             D 

2. The public library in the city hada thousand of books and Hoa began to borrow  

                                              A          B                                                 C                      

booksregularly. 

              D 

3. Most banks and stores have video cameras to protect their premise.  

      A                               B                               C                  D 

4. Playing video games for a long time isbad at children.  

        A                              B              C     D 

5. He studies English and listens to English songs in the same time.  

             A                          B                            C          D 

6. Children should spend only a small part of their free time to play video games.  

                                      A                  B              C             D 

7. Don‟t worry! You will get usedto playthe piano soon.  

                A                       B         C          D 

8. I saw him play games in the amusement center when I was coming home.  

                     A                         B                         C                           D 

9. Life in the city is more convenient than itin the country.  

                  A           B                        C            D 

10. Videos are very usefulin education, and many schools use them as  

                                A             B                                                 C     

ateaching method.    

             D 

11. They prefer going swimmingthanplaying video games.  

                                       A         B       C                 D 

12. When I was young, I used to goingfishingwith my uncle.  

                   A                              B        C      D 

13. We had a holiday inNhaTrang last week but the weather were terrible.  

             A                B                                 C                       D 

14. Children can become addictedwith video games if they spend too much  

                                          A       B                                               C 

timeon them. 

        D 

15. My father gets use to drinking coffee in the early morning.  
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                          A              B               C         D 

16. Don‟t forget posting this letter for me when you go to the post office.  

                            A                    B                          C              D 

17. Electronic games are good funnybut players must be careful.  

                                A             B     C                      D 

18. I live near an airport, so the noise of planes keeps me awaking at night.  

         A                          B                                 C              D 

19. We have to moveto the cityso my father has got a new job there.  

                        A            B       C                               D 

20. Some of the inventionsof computer games are as young as 14 or 15.  

                              A               B                    C           D 

 

IV. WRITING 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answers. 

Contrary to popular belief, videos have a lot of advantages. First, video cameras are used 

in most banks and stores to prevent robberies from breaking into the premises. When there is a 

robbery, the police can (1) …………..the video and recognize the robbers. 

Additionally, videos seem to be very useful in education. Many schools make(2)………. 

of them as a teaching aid. For example, apart from attending classes at school, you can take 

university courses at home with the (3)…….. of a VCR (video cassette recorder). Thanks to the 

VCR, people in remote areas can obtain bachelor degrees in this way without coming to the 

university every day. In the future, videos will (4)………… an important role in education. 

Finally, videos are also important in the music industry. You can now buy VCDs (video 

compact discs) in many countries worldwide. They play music and show video images (5)…….. 

the same time. 

1. A. study B. play C. look for D. become 1. ______ 

2. A. use B. good C. way D. things 2. ______ 

3. A. support B. help C. view D. hand 3. ______ 

4. A. take B. make C. do D. play 4. ______ 

5. A. on B. in C. at D. of 5. ______ 

 

B. Read the passage and decide whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE. 

Young people prefer the city life because they love the noisy and busy life there. They also think 

that it is easier to find jobs and money in the city than in the country. Therefore, more and more 

young people leave the country for the city every year. Different from the young, old people like 

living in the country because the life in the country is quiet and peaceful. In addition, the air is 

fresher and they can eat healthier foods. After stopping working, many old people move to their 

home villages to live there. 

1. Finding jobs easily makes young people prefer the city life.  …………… 

2.  There are more and more old people leaving the country for the city.  …………… 

3. Young and old people have the same interest in living in the country.  …………… 

4. Old people like living in the country because of its silence and peacefulness.  …………… 

5. Many old people return to their hometown after they retire.  …………… 

 

VI. Supply the correct form or tense of the verbs in brackets. 

1. Be careful! The car (come) _________. 1. ……………….. 

2. Don‟t forget (turn off) _________ the lights before going out. 2. ……………….. 

3. Children should (spend) only a small part of their free time (play) 

_________ video games. 

3. ……………….. 
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4. I like (play) _________ chess. 4. ……………….. 

5. Hoa rarely (go) to the movie or (eat) _________ out in the evening. 5. ……………….. 

6. Nam likes (watch) _________ videos in his free time. 6. ……………….. 

7. The police can (identify) _________ the robbers by (study) _________ 

the video. 

7. ……………….. 

8. She prefers (socialize) _________ with her friends. 8. ……………….. 

9. My father usually (drink) _________ coffee but this morning he 

(drink) _________ tea. 

9. ……………….. 

10. They (introduce) _________ a new video game next month. 10. ……………….. 

11. Lan gets used to (stay) _________ up late. 11. ……………….. 

12. He (go) _________ to the amusement center twice a week.  12. ……………….. 

13. At the moment, Peter (play) _________ a new game in the arcade. 13. ……………….. 

14. Last Sunday, Ba (read) _________ books in the library. 14. ……………….. 

15. Nam (not, take) _________ part in his school activities last year. 15. ……………….. 

16. They prefer (go) _________ swimming to (play) _________ video 

games. 

16. ……………….. 

17. Hoa didn‟t use (live) _________ in a big city. 17. ……………….. 

18. His father (buy) _________ him some video games yesterday. 18. ……………….. 

19. Are you used to (cross) _________ busy streets? 19. ……………….. 

20. Do you see Nam? – Yes, he (walk) _________ across the street. 20. ……………….. 

 

VII. Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meaning. 

1. We will make a Sapa tour that lasts four days. 

 We will make a  _____________________________________________________________  

2. My father is a careful driver. 

 My father drives  ____________________________________________________________  

3. She gave me a note that is worth fifty dollars. 

 She gave  __________________________________________________________________  

4. Hoa hates the noise and the busy road in the city. 

Hoa doesn‟t _________________________________________________________________  

5. I like reading books better than playing computer games. 

 I prefer  ____________________________________________________________________  

6. Peter likes coffee better than tea. 

 Peter prefers ________________________________________________________________  

7. Let‟s go to the amusement center. 

 Why don‟t  ________________________________________________________________ ? 

8. Children should attend activities with others, 

 Children should take __________________________________________________________  

9. It took me twenty minutes to travel to the gas station. 

 I spent  ____________________________________________________________________  

10. Will uses most of his free time to play computer games. 

 Will spends  ________________________________________________________________  

11. Lan can cross the road easily. 

Lan gets  ___________________________________________________________________  

12. Volunteers like helping the elderly people with their housework. 

 Volunteers are keen  __________________________________________________________  

13. Life in the city is not similar to life in the country. 

 Life in the city is much  _______________________________________________________  

14. Children are very hopeful of going to a foreign country. 
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 Children are looking  _________________________________________________________  

15. The city is not as quiet as the country. 

 The country is  ______________________________________________________________  

16. Nga finds it strange to drive on the left. 

Nga doesn‟t get  ______________________________________________________________  

17. Mary finds it easy to play the piano. 

 Mary is  ____________________________________________________________________  

18. Peter has played computer games for two hours, so he felt very tired. 

 Peter felt tired  ______________________________________________________________  

19. Mina wants to develop her social skills, but she doesn‟t play outdoors. 

 Mina doesn‟t play outdoors  ____________________________________________________  

20. Bikes, motorbikes, and cars come from every direction. This really scares me. 

 That _______________________________________________________________________  

 

PRACTICE TEST 1 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

1. It‟s about ______ from school to Lan‟s house.  

a. 300 m   b. 1300 m  c. 3000 m                d. 130 m  

2. The post office is ______ from Lan‟s house.   

a. 1700 m             b. 700 m  c. 7000 m     d. 70 m 

3. The movie theater is ______ from school.  

a. five km           b. four km             c. three km                    d. 2 km 

4. It‟s about ______ from the movie theater to the post office.   

 a. two km                         b. three km             c. four km                      d. 4 km 

 

II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

capital               market  vacation   student 

 

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1. She lives ____________ her uncle ____________ 12 Le Loi street. 

      A. with / on   B. with / at   C. at / on   D. at / at 

2. What‟s her _______________ name? 

      A. family  B. father  C. mother  D. uncle 

3.____________ does your father do? He‟s a farmer. 

      A. Which                     B. What   C. What job   D. Which job 

4. She lives in Hanoi but her parents ______________ in Hue. 

A. still live                  B. live still                      C. live                             D. A & C 

5. My mother never drinks _____________ milk for breakfast. 

     A. ø                              B. many                         C. few                             D. B& C 

6. I‟m quite nervous about starting my new job. 

A. happy   B. sorry   C. worried  D. sure 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (1m) 

1. Her new school is different with her old school. 

        A              B                   C           D 

2. Her new dress is moreexpensiver than her old school. 

A                         B           C                        D 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 
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Celia is twelve years old. She lives (1) ______ her parents in Cambridge. Her address is 10 

Station Road. (2) ______ telephone number is 8262091. She will be thirteen on her (3) 

______ birthday. It‟s on Sunday, April 24
th

 . She will have a small party for her birthday. She 

will (4) _______some friends to her house. They will eat cakes and sweets. (5) ______ they 

will have a lot of fun. This evening, she is planning her party. At the moment, she is writing 

some(6) _________. 

   1.    A. at                    B. with                     C. of                        D. from 

   2     A. His                  B. Their                  C. Her                      D. My 

   3.    A. this                 B. next                     C. last                      D. that  

   4.    A. want               B. need                    C. invite                   D. have 

   5.    A. Or                   B. And                     C. But                      D. A and B are correct  

   6.    A. papers            B. books                   C. invitations          D. stories 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 

 Tuan lives in the city with his parents and two brothers. He lives at 23 Le Van Sy Street. 

His telephone number is 38290374. On his next birthday, December 12
th

, he will be 16. He 

will have a small party for his birthday. He will invite some of his friends to his house. They 

will eat cake and sweet. And they will have a lot of fun. The party will start at six o‟clock and 

finish at nine. 

1/ Tuan lives in the country with his parents. →  

2/ He is 15 years old now. →  

3/ He will have a big party for his birthday. →  

4/ The party will last for three hours. →  

 

VI. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

1. Look! The bus ( come)_______.  

2. Phong (watch) ____ television every night.  

3. We would like (visit)_______ Ngoc Son Temple.  

4. How often____ he (go)________ to school?  

5. My father (jog) __________ every morning. 

6. Mai always (brush) ____ her teeth after meals. 

 

VII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

1. _________________________________________________________________ W
here do you live? 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

2. _________________________________________________________________ S
he doesn‟t have any friends in Ha Noi. 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

3. _________________________________________________________________ S
he walks to school. 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

4. _________________________________________________________________ W
hat‟s her age?  

 _______________________________________________________________________  

5. _________________________________________________________________ H
er new school is bigger than her old school. 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

6. _________________________________________________________________ H
ow do you go to school? 
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 _______________________________________________________________________  

7. _________________________________________________________________ W
hat is the distance from your house to the post office? 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

8. _________________________________________________________________ W
hat‟s your surname? 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

 

 

PRACTICE TEST 2 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

1. Who is calling?  

         a. Tam  b. Phong  c. Lan                             d. Hoa  

2. What‟s the telephone number? 

      a. 8 537 471  b. 8 471 537  c. 8 537 741      d. 8472537 

3. When will they meet?  

     a. tomorrow  b. today  c. tomorrow evening     d. tomorrow morning 

4.  What time will the movie start?  

      a. 6.30 b. 6.45 c. 7.00                    d. 7:45 

 

II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

 favorite tomorrow  information     telephone               

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1. Jane and I are ________ the same class _________ school.  

a. at/at b. in/in c. in/at d. on/at 

2. Her sister is out when he calls. 

a. not at home b. not busy c. not late d. back 

3. Will you be free tomorrow evening? - _____________________. 

a.  Yes, I won‟t b. No, I will not c. Yes, I will d. No, I 

will 

4. Do you know __________ people here? 

a. many b. a lot of c. much d. a & b 

      5.  I think she ________ the party tomorrow. 

a. will enjoy b. enjoy c. enjoys d. is enjoying 

      6. January is the ________ month of the year. 

a. second b. one c. first d. two 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (1m) 

1. September is the nineth month ofthe year. 

                   A           B                C   D 

2.    She is on holiday in the moment, but she‟ll be back next week. 

                        A               B                       C             D 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 

I live (1) ________ a small village not far from Hanoi. My (2) _________ is not very big but 

it is quite clean. It‟s an old farmhouse. There is a large garden with a lot of beautiful plants 

(3) __________  colorful flowers. There are six rooms in the house – a (4) _________ room, 

three bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. There‟s a wonderful view from my bedroom. I 

really (5) __________ the house and the village. It‟s very (6) _______ and my neighbors are 

very friendly. 
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   1.    A. in    B. at                      C. on                           D. of 

   2.    A. village    B. school               C. house                     D. garden 

   3.    A. so       B. or                       C. but                         D. and 

   4.    A. bathroom   B. kitchen              C. bedroom                D. living    

   5.    A. love    B. liking        C. like             D. A & C are correct  

   6.    A. boring     B. horror                 C. quiet                     D. sad 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 

 Miss Green is a journalist. She is 25 years old. She doesn‟t have a house. She lives in an 

apartment very far from the city center. It has a bedroom, a living room and a small kitchen. 

Because her office is near her apartment, she often goes to work on foot. Sometimes she goes to 

work by motorbike. She is married and has a daughter.   

1.  Miss Green lives in a house.                                             

2.  Her home is near the city center.  

3.  Her office isn‟t far from her apartment.                                 

4. She often walks to work.                                                

VI. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

1. I and my brother……………………….. our grandmother  next Sunday morning. (visit) 

2. Trang ……………………... in her room at the moment. (not be) 

3. Would you like ………………..…. breakfast with eggs, children? (have) 

4. I‟m unhappy because I …………………………..  many friends. (not have) 

5.  Let‟s ………………….. at  7 o‟clock in front of the park. (meet) 

6. We …………………….. to Nha Trang next week. (travel) 

 

VII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

1. What does his sister do? 

  _______________________________________________________________________ 

  

2. She takes care of sick people 

  _______________________________________________________________________ 

  

3. What‟s your date of birth? 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

4. Mr. Brown is not free this afternoon. 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

5. What time will it start? 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

6. How about a drink? 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

7. This book is more interesting than that book. 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

8. There is a sink, a tub and a shower in the bathroom. 

  _______________________________________________________________________  

 

PRACTICE TEST 3 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

1. Hoa‟s father is a…………………….. 

A. doctor B. farmer  C. teacher D. journalist 1……………. 

2. Hoa‟s mother does the…………….. 

A. house  B. work C. farm D. housework 2……………. 
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3. They …………………working on their farm 

A. like B. don‟t 

love   

C. will love D. dislike 3……………. 

4. Her younger sister is …………….years old 

A. 6 B. 7  C. 8 D. 9 4……………. 

 

II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

apartment    comfortable  delicious  complaint 

 

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1. April is the ___________ month of the year.  

     A. forth             B. fourth           C. third.   D. first 

2. Will you be free on Sunday?   

     A.  not at home  B. not busy          C. not late.   D. not far 

3.  I think she _____________the party tomorrow.  

      A. will enjoy     B. enjoy             C. enjoys.   D. to enjoy 

4. ______________ does the play start? I think it starts at 7:30 

     A. What  B. How   C. When  D. Where 

5. I‟d like to make a ______________ to 8526745, please. 

     A. ring   B. call   C. phone  D. answer 

6. Would you like a cup of tea, please? 

     A. Yes, please  B. I like, too  C. Yes, I will  D. You‟re welcome. 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (0.5m) 

1. Theystudyscienceat the moment 

      A        B      C          D                                                                       1 …….. 

2. This book is interestingerthanthat book 

           A                    B            C        D                                       2……… 

 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 

 

Phong studies at Hong Bang school. Every day he (1)__________at five o‟clock. He goes 

jogging, does morning exercise and then does his homework. Sometimes he _________ 

badminton with his father. (3)_____________breakfast his father goes to work. Phong walks 

to school in the afternoon (4)_____________his house is not far from school. After school, 

Phong and his classmate usually play basketball. Sometimes they go together to the library to 

read books, newspapers or magazines. They think books are good (5)__________everybody. 

They (6)__________us widen our knowledge 

1. A. gets B. sleeps C. gets up D. awakes 1…………. 

2. A. play B. plays C. is 

playing 

D. will play 2………… 

3. A. After B. before C. At D. During 3………… 

4. A. because B. so C. but D. and 4………… 

5. A. at B. in C. to D. for 5………… 

6. A. let B. have C. help D. tell  6………… 

 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 
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Mr‟s Hai house is in the countryside. It is large but simple. There are only three rooms in the 

house. The living-room is very large. The bed-room is smaller and has two parts. In each part 

there is a bed for two members. The kitchen is large, and it is also the dining-room. In front of 

the house there is a large yard where Mr Hai dries his rice and corn at the end of the crops. He 

grows some flowers around the yard. In the garden behind the house Mr Hai grows a lot of 

vegetables and some fruit trees. He can get some money when he sells the vegetables and 

fruit 

1. The house only has four rooms 

2. The living-roomis smaller than the bed-room 

3. In the garden Mr Hai grows a lot of vegetables and some flowers 

4. He sells the vegetables and fruit to get some money 

1. ………. 

2. ………. 

3. ………. 

4. ………. 

 

VI. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

1. The students ……………………… camping next Sunday. (go) 

2. I …………………………………….. Hanoi someday. (visit) 

3.   Look! The bus…………………….. ( come).  

4.Phong ………………….. television every night. (watch) 

5. She …………………………….. a meeting tonight. (not/have) 

6.Long ………………………. to the movie theater tomorrow. (not go) 

 

VII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

1. The film is very interesting 

What………………………………………………………………… 

2. It‟s a quarter to ten 

It‟s nine………………………………………………………………. 

3. What do your parents do? 

What………………………………………………………………… 

4. She likes Physics best 

Her…………………………………………………………………. 

5. There are no lessons on Saturday in the USA 

Students…………………………………………………………….. 

6. Mrs Lien has a son. He is twelve years old 

Mrs Lien……………………………………………………………. 

7. The blue dress is cheaper than red one 

The red dress is ……………………………………………………. 

8. When‟s your birthday? 

What‟s ……………………………………………………………… 

 

PRACTICE TEST 4 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

 

1. Thu have English classes on …………………….. 

A. Wednesday B. Thursday  C. Friday D. Both A& B are correct 1……………. 

2. On Thursday she have English at…………….. 

A. 8.40  B. 9.40 C. 9.14 D. 8.10 2……………. 

3. Thu‟s favorite subject is ……………… 

A. History B. Math   C. Music D. Geography 3……………. 

4. Hoa‟s favorite subject is………………. 

A. Education B. English  C. Math D. Physics 4……………. 
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II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

 

physics cafeteria  uniform       chemistry 

 

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1. The school cafeteria _________ snacks and drinks. 

A. sells B. selling C. sell D. to sell 

2. When attending a meeting, you should choose to wear (a) _________. 

A. pajamas B. jeans C. uniform  D. suit 

3. They were _________ the middle of writing a letter when I phoned. 

A. on B. in C. at D. by 

4. _________ you writing a letter to Thomas? 

A. Is B. Do C. Are D. Does 

5. Literature is too difficult _________ him. He never gets a good grade in this subject. 

A. at B. to C. for D. from 

6. In _________, we study the mountains, people, countries and maps. 

A. Geography  B. History C. Math D. Music 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (1m) 

1. Mai can findsMath books on the racks in the middle.    1…………. 

                A      B     C      D 

2. I keep an English dictionaryon me when I‟m reading an English book. 2…………. 

       A    B       C     D 

 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 

Mai is my new friend. She is very nice. She looks (1)_______ than I. She studies well. Her 

father is a taxi-driver. He works hard from morning to evening. Her mother is a 

(2)_________. She works in a hospital. She looks (3)__________ sick people. Mai has a 

younger sister. She is a student, (4)______. She likes (5)____________ very much. She 

sometimes goes fishing with her father on the weekend. Her family live very happily. They 

often go out for dinner in the evening. What a happy (6)_________! 

 

1. A. tall B. taller C. more 

tall 

D. the tallest 1…………. 

2. A. farmer B. journalist C. nurse D. engineer 2………… 

3. A. After B. for C. At D. up 3………… 

4. A. too B. so C. but D. neither 4………… 

5. A. swim B. swims C. to swim D. swimming 5………… 

6. A. day B. week C. time D. family  6………… 

 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 

 Dear Peter, 

Thank you for your letter. It‟s very interesting to know about schools in the USA.  

I think schools in Vietnam are a little different. Vietnamese students usually wear school 

uniform. Classes start at 7.00 each morning and end at 11.15 in the afternoon. Students have a 

30-minute break after three periods. At break, many students play games. Some go to the 

canteen and buy something to eat or drink. Others talk together. our school years lasts for 

nine months, from September to May. Then we have a three-month summer vacation. 
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Please write soon and tell me about your summer vacation. 

Your friend, 

Mai 

1. Schools in Vietnam are different from schools in the USA. ______ 

2. Vietnamese students do not usually wear school uniform. ______ 

3. Most students go to the canteen at break. ______ 

4. The summer vacation lasts for three months. ______ 

 

VI. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

1. Lan enjoys (play) __________________ badminton very much. 

2. Look! Someone (try) __________________ to open your car. 

3. How often (Lien, practice) __________________ the piano in the club? 

4. Mai learns how (use) __________________ computer. 

5. Children should (go) __________________ to bed early. 

6. Lan and Hoa (read) __________________ in the library at the moment. 

 

VII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

1. Where do you live? 

 What‟s ___________________________________________ 

2. The blue dress is cheaper than the red one. 

 The red dress is ____________________________________ 

3. Nam is taller than any students in his class. 

 Nam is the ________________________________________ 

4. We have a break that lasts thirty minutes. 

 We have a ________________________________________ 

5. When is your birthday? 

 What‟s ___________________________________________ 

6. Students do not have to go to school on Saturday in the USA. 

 There are _________________________________________ 

7. Every day we have five classes and each class lasts forty-five minutes. 

 We have _________________________________________ 

8. It‟s a quarter to ten. 

 It‟s nine_________________________________________ 

 

PRACTICE TEST 5 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

1. Mai wants to go to the ______.  

A. library   B. school cafeteria  C. store  D. bookstore 

2. Nam has to ______ for a play with his group.  

A. rehearse  B. play    C. study  D. make 

3. ______ must tidy the classroom for Miss Lien. 

A. Nga   B. Ba    C. Kien  D. Lan 

4. Ba goes to the circus with his _______  

A. family   B. classmates   C. teachers   D. girlfriend 

 

II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

appliance  experiment  experiment   famous     

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1. We study how to repair household appliances in ………… 
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A. Sport   B. Electronics  C. Art   D. Physics 

2. He knows how to repair the guitar. 

A. use   B. play   C. fix   D. practice 

3. He practices ……….. the piano every afternoon. 

A. play   B. to play  C. playing  D. b & c 

4. He is very popular ………… his students. 

A. to    B. for   C. of   D. with 

5. Talking with friends is a common way of relaxing at recess. 

A. good   B. popular  C. easy   D. different 

6. At school, we learn ………. a lot of things. 

A. in   B. at   C. to   D. about 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (1m) 

1.  His favorite subjectat school are Math and Literature 1. ...............  

    A                    B        C              D 

2. The students  have four twenty-minutesbreaks each day. 2. ...............  

                            A                   B                     C             D 

 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 

My favorite subject (1) ……. school is Geography. It gives me knowledge about not only my 

own country but (2) ……... other countries and the world in general. (3) …….. what I have 

studied, I wish to see London, Paris, New York, and Tokyo. I have heard much about Mount 

Fujiyama, the snow-capped mountain of Japan. I want to see New York and (4) ……… 

skyscrapers. Geography (5) ……… me and it is not just about maps. The lessons are very 

varied and we do things like note taking, discussions, role play, quizzes and learn (6) ……… 

to help other people. 

1.  A. to   B. by   C. on   D. at 

2.  A. still   B. also   C. even  D. only 

3. A. From  B. To   C. By   D. At 

4.  A. it    B. it‟s   C. its   D. it is 

5.  A. interest  B. interests  C. interesting  D. interested 

6.  A. how   B. which  C. who   D. what 

 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 

 The boys and girls in Miss Lien‟s class go to school six days a week, from Monday to 

Saturday. There are no lessons on Sunday. It‟s a holiday. 

School day starts at seven o‟clock and finishes at a quarter past eleven. The students have a 

fifteen-minute recess each day. They are all happy and excited when the bell rings. The often 

take part in many different activities at recess. But the most popular activity is chatting. So, 

the yard is usually very noisy until the bells rings again. 

1.  The students in Miss Lien‟s class don‟t go to school on Sunday.  ______ 

2.  School day lasts for four hours and fifteen minutes.    ______ 

3.  The students don‟t like recess.       ______ 

4. One of the most popular activities is playing marbles.    ______ 

 

VII. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

 

1. Sue learns (repair) ................... household appliances. 

2. The students (write) ................... an essay in Literature next week. 
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3. Tina is good at (fix) ................... things. 

4. We often (go) ................... to English club after school. 

5. Your sister (be) ................... a famous singer someday. 

6. They always practice (score) ............................ goals 

 

VIII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

 

1. There are no lessons on Saturday in the USA 

 Students……………………………………………………..……………… 

2. She is never late for school 

 She always……………………………………………..…………………… 

3. The weather is very cold 

 What…………………………………………………………..……………! 

4. Would you like to see a movie? 

Let‟s …………………………………………………………..……………… 

5. He goes from Nha Trang to Vung Tau for about 2 days by train 

 It takes………………………………………………………………………… 

6. Trang speaks English very well. 

 Trang is good ………………………………………………………………… 

7. At recess we like talking best. 

 Talking ……………………………………………….……………………… 

8. I enjoy listening to music. 

 I am…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

PRACTICE TEST 6 & 7 

I. Listening: Listen and choose the most appropriate word or phrase (1m) 

1.   Tim gets a lots of gifts  at  _______________ . 

 A. Thanksgiving B. Christmas  C. Independence Day   D. Valentine 

2. At Thanksgiving, there are always _____________ . 

 A. turkey   B. lots of good food C. seafood   D. A and B are 

correct 

3. There is always a large firework display on  ______________ Day 

 A. Christmas  B. New Year  C. Independence  D.Mid Autumn 

4. On  New Year „s Eve, Tom  can ___________ until midnight and celebrate with his 

parents 

 A. eat a lot of good food B. eat turkey C. stay  up    D. play games 

II. Pronunciation:  Put the accent mark over the stressed syllable  (1m) 

Anniversary  Instrument  Organization  Rehearse 

III. Multiple choice: Circle the correct option A, B , C or D ( 1,5 m) 

1.  ………….my sister, I watch Disney Channel most of the time. 

A. Like            B. Same            C. Similar               D. As 

2.  In Chemistry, we learn…………..to do experiments with chemicals. 

A. What             B. Why                 C. which          D. how 

3.    Eating and talking with friends are the…………..ways of relaxing. 

A. more common            B. most common      C. much common    D. common 

4. You‟d better wear ………..when you‟re jogging. They protect your legs. 

A. warm clothes               B. a helmet              C. shoes                   D. a hat 

7.    My sister practices playing tennis........................than I do. 

A.   as regularly B.  most  regularly C. more regularly D. regularly more 
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8.    I always try my best...................... the math questions. 

A.   to do B. do C. does D. doing 

 

IV. Error correction/ Identification (1m) 

1. My mother asks me open the window forher.     1.  

                        A            B                         C   D 

2. What about going to the cinema and have dinner after that?   2.  

       A                  B          C                         D  

 

V. Read the passage.  Choose the word (A, B, C or D) (1,5m) 

Tell me more about your father, Hoa? (1) ________ does he do? 

Hoa:  My father is a (2)________ . He works on our farm. 

Lan:  Does he (3)___________ hard? 

Hoa:  Yes. He works very hard. He always starts work at six in the morning and (4)________ 

at six in the evening. 

Lan:  Oh, your father works too much. Does he have any vacation? 

Hoa:  Yes, he does. But he has (5)_________ days off than any worker. He just has about 

four or five days off  each year.  

Lan:   What does your father usually do during his day off? 

Hoa:  Well. He usually goes to the city (6)___________ my mother. 

 

1 a. Which  b. What  c. How   d. Why 

2 a. doctor  b. driver  c. farmer  d. worker 

3 a. work  b. working  c. works  d. to work 

4 a. begins  b. ends   c. finishes  d. b and c 

5 a. many  b. much  c. fewer  d. less 

6 a. about  b. with   c. for   d. about 

 

VI. Read the passage  then decide which statement is TRUE , which is FALSE ( 1m) 

 From about nine in the morning until four in the afternoon, Mr Tuan works in the fields 

with his brother. They grow some rice, but their main crop is vegetables. From twelve to one 

o‟clock, Mr Tuan rests and eats lunch. At four in the afternoon, they come back home. Mr 

Tuan feeds the animals again. Then he cleans the buffalo shed and the chicken coop. His 

work usually finishes at six. 

 

1. Mr Tuan works in the fields with his mother.                                       1. __________ 

2. They grow some rice, but vegetables are their main crop. 2. __________ 

3. Mr Tuan rests and eats lunch from ten to one o‟clock. 3. __________ 

4. He never cleans the chicken coop.           4. __________ 

 

VII. Supply the correct tenses or forms of the verbs in parentheses ( 1,5 m) 

 

1. Now all my family  (sit)  _________________________  in the living room . 

2. She  always  likes  (help)  ___________________  her  Mom  and  Dad . 

3. He would like  (drink)  ________________________  a cup of hot tea . 

4. We  (not come)  ____________________________  here tomorrow morning . 

5. That  takes  about  2  hours  (do)  ____________  the  homework . 

6. Students  (go / often)  _________________________  to the school cafeteria at lunch 

time . 
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VIII. Rewrite  the following sentences without changing the meaning ( 2m) 

1. How old is Man?       

  What is .........................................................................?  

2. We have English at ten thirty.      

  We have ....................................................................... 

3. The blue hat is more expensive than the red one.   

  The red hat is ............................................................... 

4.  Would you like to visit Hue by bus?     

 Let‟s ............................................................................. 

5. That car is expensive.       

  It‟s ............................................................................. 

6. The recess lasts thirty minutes.     

 It‟s............................................................................. 

7. Let‟s go to the museum.      

 What about................................................................? 

8. I like Computer Science best.      

 Computer Science is................................................... 

 


